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Summary
The Veenkoloniën farming system in the Netherlands is specialized in growing starch potatoes. With
an average potato fraction of 50%, the farming system is vulnerable to soil health problems.
Diseases and pests like potato cysts nematodes (PCN) potentially replicate rapidly in such intensive
systems. After the introduction of resistant cultivars around 2000, PCN densities declined in this
region. In recent years, however, the PCN species G. pallida is breaking through the resistance of
popular potato cultivars, and PCN densities are increasing again. An earlier modeling study of the
Veenkoloniën farming system (Schütz 2020) and recent participatory research revealed that the PCN
problems are threatening to push the Veenkoloniën farming system into an economically less
desirable state.
Previous studies have simulated nematode dynamics at a field scale, such as captured in the
Nemadicide model, and the development of virulence has been researched using pot experiments
and models. However, no existing field or farming system scale models have included the
development of virulence over time. Increasing virulence of G. pallida is expected to play a large role
in PCN dynamics in the Veenkoloniën. Insight into the yield reduction by PCN, and effective
mitigation measures are therefore urgently needed in this farming system.
This thesis presents a system dynamics model that simulates PCN dynamics and its impact on potato
yield in the Veenkoloniën from 2017-2050, including the development of virulence. The model was
constructed by first developing a causal loop diagram with the most important variables, and then
refining this model into a quantified stock and flow model in iterative cycles. Information from
previous virulence research, nematode models, experts, and PCN monitoring data was used in the
process. The final model was used to simulate PCN dynamics under different potato fractions and
mitigation measures.
The model illustrates that potato intensive rotations increase the risk of PCN damage twofold. First,
a high potato frequency causes selection events to occur frequently, resulting in a higher increase in
virulence. The increase in virulence leads to a higher replication rate and maximum population
density in the PCN population, which in turn leads to high PCN densities and damage to the crop.
Secondly, PCN densities have little time to decline naturally in the potato-intensive rotation.
Several mitigation scenarios were tested, of which the introduction of a new cultivar with renewed
resistance was the most effective. To prevent yield losses, the introduction must be done before a
significant PCN population is established. Another effective measure is to decrease the potato
fraction. However, due to the specialization and profitability in starch potato cultivation in the
Veenkoloniën, this is an unpopular measure under farmers and the processing industry. New
cultivars are a solution for the near future; however, it must be considered that resistance genes for
the PCN species G. pallida are a finite resource, and they should be used optimally. On the longer
time scale, a decrease of the potato fraction is needed, as PCN quickly adapt to resistant cultivars in
a 1:2 rotation.
The field scale model created in this study has limitations to its validity at the farming system scale.
To increase the usefulness of the model at the farming system scale, improvements can be sought
by: 1) modeling at a higher spatial resolution, 2) including spreading of nematodes between fields,
and 3) the simulation of more heterogeneous PCN populations. Despite these caveats, the model
gives insight into the population dynamics of virulent PCN, and how this is would be affected by the
potato fraction and other mitigation measures.
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1 Introduction
Potato is an economically significant crop for the Netherlands, and important for the food security in
Europe as a whole(Kuhlman et al., 2014). After the second world war, the Veenkoloniën in the
northeast of the Netherlands specialized in growing starch potatoes. With high yields and a
considerable cultivated area, this region in the Netherlands produces almost a quarter of the starch
potatoes in the EU (Kuhlman et al., 2014). After private companies started exploiting the starch from
potatoes, demand went up, and the starch potato production increased. At one point farmers in the
region started to collaborate in many small starch potato processing cooperatives, which at one
point merged into AVEBE. The presence of the processing companies makes starch potatoes a
profitable crop with a steady return. As a result most farms in the Veenkoloniën region have
specialized in starch potato cultivation. The margins are still thin however, and shocks and stresses
like price volatility for farm inputs, extreme weather and nematodes threaten the profitability of
starch potato cultivation.
The relatively high profitability of starch potato cultivation in this area stimulated farmers to have a
large fraction of potato in their rotation to a point where a 1:2 rotation became the standard
(Molendijk, 2018). This potato-intensive rotation results in soil health problems, such as harmful
nematode infestations. Plant-parasitic nematodes are an important yield-reducing factor for potato
cultivation (Been et al., 2006). Especially potato cysts nematodes (PCN) such as G. rostochiensis and
G. pallida are responsible for considerable yield losses. If untreated, these nematodes can reduce
yields by more than 50% (Evans & Kerry, 2007). PCN problems were under control after the
introduction of resistant cultivars around 2000, but now G. pallida is showing a worrying trend of
adapting to the formerly nematode-resistant starch potato cultivars, and nematode densities in the
Veenkoloniën are on the rise again (Molendijk, 2018).
This study aims to analyze how the increasing virulence of PCN affects the Veenkoloniën farming
system. A farming system is defined as a group of individual farms that produce the main product of
the system, other system actors, and the agro-ecological context in which they interact (Giller, 2013;
Meuwissen et al., 2019). In order to assess the impact of nematodes at the farming system level,
knowledge from lower hierarchical levels is integrated into this study. Knowledge from plant
genetics, pot experiments, field trials, virulence models, population dynamic models, and farming
systems in used to develop a model that simulates the nematode densities and subsequent yield
reduction over time in the Veenkoloniën.

1.1 theoretical framework and project context
The multiple dimensions of components and actors that play a role in farming systems make farming
systems dynamically complex. Therefore, a holistic, systemic approach that analyses the structure
and behavior of the system under study is needed. Systems thinking and system dynamics modeling
offer a suitable paradigm and a methodology for analyzing complex systems (Forrester, 1994). In this
study, the system thinking paradigm together with the practical operationalization of modeling
concepts put forward by Sterman (2000) is used to construct a formal model of PCN dynamics in the
Veenkoloniën.
The model created in this study will focus on the biophysical aspect of nematodes, such as
population dynamics, damage done to plants, and the development of virulence. To transcend to a
farming system level, the broader, socioeconomic aspects that play a role in farming systems need
4

to be considered. This is done by integrating the output of the model created in this study into a
system dynamics model of the Veenkoloniën farming system (Schütz, 2020). The integration will take
place in the discussion section, as the model by Schütz is not adapted in this study; it is used to place
the results of this study in context.

1.2 Nematodes in the Veenkoloniën farming system
The boundaries of the Veenkoloniën farming system in this context are justified by an ecological
boundary: soil type (Meuwissen et al., 2019). The soil type in this region is a peat-sand mix containing
a relatively high amount of organic matter: 4-15% (Wallisch, 2002). This region was covered in peat,
which was removed over time, creating a peat-sand soil that is suitable to grow starch potato
(Kuhlman et al., 2014). Currently, the rural Veenkoloniën region consists of almost 80,000 hectares of
farmland, which is about 60% of the total area (Kuhlman et al., 2014). The main crop grown in the
region is starch potatoes, defining the Veenkoloniën as a potato farming system. Winter wheat and
sugar beet are also common crops in the rotation. Livestock farms and mixed crop-livestock farms are
also located in this region.

Figure 1&2: The Veenkoloniën region outlined in red (Schütz, 2020) (right) The total production volume
of starch potatoes [ton], the total cultivation area of starch potatoes [ha], and yield of starch potatoes
[ton/ha] in the Veenkoloniën and Oldambt (CBS, 2019)(left).

In the Veenkoloniën, starch potato is a profitable crop with a steady return (Paas, 2019), and also
the crop that that is most frequently grown (Molendijk, 2018). The high profitability of starch potato
is partly explained by the presence of starch potato processor AVEBE (Schütz, 2020). AVEBE is a
cooperative, to which growers in the region deliver their potatoes. In turn, AVEBE adds value to the
potatoes by selling the potato starch on the world market, which allows AVEBE to buy the potatoes
for a premium price from the farmers. Margins on starch potato farming are low, however, and
declining yields could make starch potato cultivation, which defines this farming system, unfeasible.
Although the Veenkoloniën farming system is subjected to challenges including soil erosion, extreme
weather events, and nematodes, the total production, and yield of starch potatoes has remained
reasonably steady (see figure 2). The robust production of starch potatoes is partly caused by the codependence of AVEBE and potato producers (Schütz, 2020). Besides processing the potatoes, AVEBE
also supplies most farmers with seed material via the breeding company of AVEBE: Averis. Averis
breeds cultivars, with a focus on higher starch content, disease resistance, and to a lesser extent:
PCN resistance (AVEBE;2017,2018,2019)
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Figure 3: Monitoring data on PCN infestation levels in the Veenkoloniën by TBM foundation (Teelt
Beschermende Maatregelen) (BO akkerbouw, 2017). The Y-axis represents the percentage of the area
in which is infested with a certain density in nematodes indicated by colouring. The unit of the
infestation level is Live Larvae and Eggs (LLE) per 200cc soil sample.

One of the main yield-reducing factors in starch potato cultivation in this region are potato cysts
Nematodes (PCN), which can reduce yields by 5%-30% under a mild-medium infestation with the
PCN specie G. pallida (Arntzen & Visser, 1994). The unit for nematode density used in this study is
Live Larvae and Eggs (LLE) per gram soil, because of the fact that potato cyst nematodes (PCN) are
stored as egg’s (which are clustered in cysts) in the soil at the end of the potato season.
With the introduction of potatoes in the Netherlands, many nematode species were imported from
South America, of which most are beneficial for soil health. PCN in the contrary are plant-parasitic
nematodes that slow down plant growth. These nematodes damage potato plants by entering roots,
feeding on roots, and reproducing on roots by producing cysts. These cysts contain eggs of the next
generation of PCN and can stay viable in the soil for up to 30 years. Several PCN species exist, of
which G. pallida and R. rosochiensis are the main yield reducing nematode species in the
Veenkoloniën (Molendijk, 2018). These two PCN species were present in almost all fields in the
Veenkoloniën, as a result of passive spread via wind, machinery, and other factors (Molendijk, 2018).
Due to the high potato frequency in the Veenkoloniën, PCN were able to reproduce rapidly, leading
to yield-reducing nematode densities from 1950 onwards (Vos, 1992). Large amounts of chemical
management were applied to manage the PCN population growth (Been & Schomaker, 1996). In the
1990s fully resistant cultivars against R. rosochiensis became available, resulting in strongly reduced
populations. For the other important PCN, G. pallida, only partly resistant varieties are available.
Effective varieties against G. pallida have been introduced around 2000, and a strong decline in
nematode densities followed (Molendijk, 2018). Since 2014 however, a rise in nematode densities
was measured by TBM (Figure 3). This trend has been attributed to nematodes breaking the
resistance of their host plants (Molendijk, 2018). G. pallida individuals that broke the resistance of
current cultivars can multiply rapidly on the former resistant cultivars and have the potential to
reduce potato yields by up to 60% (Schomaker & Been, 2006).
The term ‘’virulence’’ is an analog of the relative susceptibility of a cultivar, which describes the
performance of nematodes on a particular cultivar (relative to another cultivar). For example a high
6

relative susceptibility of a crop to PCN, is the same as a high virulence of a PCN on a particular
cultivar. Both terms indicate in this case that the PCN can multiply on the cultivar with a
reproductive success similar to a fully susceptible cultivar in the same conditions. In literature, the
level of resistance is often expressed in relative susceptibility and the properties of a specific PCN
population in terms of virulence. Virulence is used more from the perspective of the PCN, and
resistance (expressed in relative susceptibility) from the perspective of the cultivar. Both terms
express the fitness of a specific PCN population on a specific cultivar.

1.3 Relevance and knowledge gap
This study attempts to deliver insight into the effect of PCN on a farming system by making a
population dynamic model of PCN, including the development of virulence. Models describing
population dynamics of PCN have been made before by nematologists, in the form of mathematical
equations, pioneered by Seinhorst, and in detailed simulation models such as NemaDicide (Been et
al., 2006). Models describing the development of virulence based on selection have also been made,
such as the model by Schouten (Schouten, 1993). The novelty of this study lies in the inclusion of the
development of virulence in a population dynamic model at field and farming system scale. Besides
this, the system dynamic modelling approach allows addition of components and improvements in
future research.
Previous research analyzed the Veenkoloniën farming system by a mostly qualitative assessment of
system function indicators, such as crop yield indicators, farm income indicators, and indicators on
the quality of natural resources (Paas et al., 2019). Recent work from Schütz (2020) aimed to evolve
to a more quantitative understanding of the Veenkoloniën farming system. For this goal, Schütz used
system dynamic modeling to combine qualitative and quantitative information from previous work
(SURE-farm publications, literature). This information was transformed into a formal simulation
model that allowed simulation of the Veenkoloniën farming system in different scenarios. The yield
reduction by PCN was also considered in this model, however, it was included as a constant effect on
yield. This study expands on the yield reduction caused by PCN, and the model by Schütz is used
(2020) to analyze the effects of nematodes on the whole farming system.
A study diving deeper into the dynamics of PCN is justified because virulence seems to play a
significant role in field and farming scale nematode population dynamics (TBM; Thomas Been and
Leendert Molendijk, 2021; personal communication). Besides this, the urgency of the PCN problem
was emphasized by stakeholders in earlier participatory research (Paas, 2019): ‘the nematode issue
is getting out of control and needs to be solved’. The study of Schütz (2020) also identified that the
increased presence of PCN was one of the factors that potentially had the highest impact on the
Veenkoloniën farming system.

1.4 Research questions, aim, and objectives
The general aim of this study is to gain insight into how virulent PCN affect the Veenkoloniën starch
potato farming system. This is done by simulating nematode population dynamics in different
management and crop rotation scenarios. More specifically this study aims to quantify the impact of
the increasing virulence of G. pallida on potato yields. These aims will be achieved by answering the
four research questions stated below. Each research question addresses an objective, which is
adapted from the system dynamics modeling approach described by Sterman (2000). The first two
objectives correspond to respectively the conceptualization, formulation, and behavior phase of the
system dynamic approach, as explained in the methodology section. The last objective uses the
7

knowledge gained in the modeling process to identify possible mitigation strategies to address PCN
damage in the Veenkoloniën.
RQ and objective 1: what are the most important variables and feedback mechanisms that explain
the influence of PCN on starch potato yields?
➔ Model conceptualization: develop a causal loop diagram conceptualizing the
relations/feedbacks between PCN and starch potato yield.
RQ and Objective 2: how much do PCN influence starch potato yields, and how does this
relationship develop over time?
➔ Model formulation: quantify and capture the dynamics of the relations/feedbacks between
PCN and starch potato yield by formulating a system dynamics model
RQ and objective 3: what are possible leverage points for managing the PCN pressure?
➔ Use model structure, dynamics, and knowledge gained during the modeling process to
identify possible leverage points and mitigation measures.
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2 Methodology
In this study, the modeling approach proposed by Sterman (2000) is adapted and followed. This
approach consists of five steps, that are connected to the research questions and their objectives
(Figure 4). Iterations take place between these steps, indicated by the bold bidirectional arrows. The
research questions are answered in parallel so that new insights gained in the process can be used to
reshape the models and refine the results.

Figure 4: workflow diagram of the interconnected modeling approach steps and research objectives. Orange
boxes represent the modeling steps adapted from Sterman (2000), and green boxes represent the objectives of
this study (which correspond with the research questions). Thin arrows indicate which modeling step is related
to which objective, and thick bidirectional arrows indicate the iterative steps taken to fulfill the objectives.

2.1 Model conceptualisation
To conceptualize the nematode model, literature and experts were consulted (see Table 1). Data on
nematodological theories and PCN in the context of the Veenkoloniën were selected based on the
following keywords: nematode population dynamics, nematodes breaking resistance, starch potato
yield, and nematode mitigation measures. Dutch PCN-specific literature was read first to gain insight
in the context of nematodes in the Veenkoloniën (BO akkerbouw, 2017; Molendijk, 2018), then
more general nematode population dynamic literature by Thomas Been was read. Snowballing from
this literature and the use of keywords in Google Scholar were used to arrive at other relevant
literature.
The nematode model is conceptualized in the form of a Causal Loop Diagram (CLD). CLD’s are maps
of causal links between variables, with arrows and polarities that indicate causes and negative or
positive effects (Haraldsson, 2000). During the formation of the CLD, assumptions, and
simplifications were made to create a model that is understandable, useful, and feasible given the
time frame of this study. During the formulation, insight was gained into system boundaries, most
important variables, and interrelations between these variables of the Veenkoloniën farming
system.
For constructing the CLD, the concepts posed by Haraldsson (2000) were used: first, the most
important variables were determined. After this, the causality between the variables was included
using arrows, then the polarity of the causalities was determined, and finally, the loop behavior was
9

included(reenforcing/balancing). The formation of the CLD was an iterative process, and the CLD was
incrementally refined during the construction of the nematode model. The CLD was created using
Stella Architect developed by isee systems inc (Stella Architect, 2019).

Data used
SURE-Farm deliverables (surefarmproject.eu, FoPIA 1 &2) (Paas, 2019; Paas 2020 ) were used to
assess the context of soil quality problems in the Veenkoloniën, and provide a broader perspective
on the problems this farming system faces. Literature including data and information from the
branch organization of Dutch arable farming (TBM, brancheorganisatie akkerbouw) and decision
support tools (aaltjesschema.nl, Nemadecide) were used to identify the main nematode specific
variables and relations in the CLD. Experts were consulted (Thomas Been and Leendert Molendijk,
2021; personal communication) to gather more information on the structure and variables of the
CLD. These consultations took place on 24/06/2021 and 23/03/2021 and lasted respectively 57 and
40 minutes.
Table 1: data sources used in this study, together with keywords describing the topic, the corresponding
objective (see section 1.4), and the application of the data.
Data source

Key words

SURE-Farm deliverables on
nematode dynamics in the
Veenkoloniën

SURE-farm, PCN,
Veenkoloniën

Academic/grey literature (f.e.
Brancheorganisation publications)
on PCN life cycle and yield reduction

objective

application

1

To provide overview and context
of PCN problems in the
Veenkoloniën

PCN, G. pallida , potato
yield reduction

1, 2,3

Insight in PCN population
dynamics and how it affects
potatoes.

Semi-structured interviews with
experts

G. pallida , virulence,

1,2,3

Formulation of model equations
and model structure.

Existing PCN models (f.e.
Nemadicide)

PCN population
dynamics, mitigation
measures

1,2

Inspiration on how to construct a
PCN population dynamic model

PCN density

2

Calibration of the nematode
dynamics

Starch potato yield

2

Simulation of future scenarios

Virulence, resistant
cultivars

1,2

Formulation of model equations
and model structure, validating
virulence dynamics

3

Simulate the effect of yield
reductions on the Veenkoloniën
Farming system.

Nematode density measurements
(TBM)
Public database potato yield
statistics(CBS)
Academic literature and expert
interviews on the development of
virulence
System dynamic model by Schütz
(2020)

Starch potato yield,
Veenkoloniën, Avebe

Academic/grey literature and expert
interviews on PCN mitigation
methods

PCN mitigation
measures, nematicides,
rotation

2,3

Mitigation scenarios
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2.2 Model formulation
To quantify and capture the dynamics of the relations between nematodes and starch potato yield it
is essential to evolve from the conceptual model (CLD) to a formal, quantitative model. This model
was made in the form of a stock and flow model (SFM, also called Forrester diagram) using Stella
Architect.
An SFM is a set of interlocking differential and algebraic equations that describes the relations
between system components (Cavana and Mares 2004). In an SFM the stocks refer to everything
that can be stored in the system, such as a nematode population in the soil. The flows refer to the
input and output from stocks in each time step. In order to calculate flows, auxiliary variables were
used to determine the rate of in- and outflows. The creation of an SFM allows moving from a
conceptual understanding of a system to a computerized model that offers testing of hypotheses
and simulation of scenarios and interventions (Forrester, 1994).
To move from a conceptual CLD to an SFM a similar approach to the one of Binder (2004) was used.
This approach suggests a path that incrementally refines a CLD into a stock and flow diagram. After
these steps, the stock and flow diagram was quantified with parameters, initial values (of stocks),
and equations describing the relations between the components. The quantification also followed a
similar approach to Binder (2004):
(1) specification of the start time, end time, and time step for the simulation run,
(2) include equations for all flow and auxiliary factors,
(3) include initial values for all stocks and parameters.
The quantified SFM be referred to as the nematode model from this point forward.

2.3 Model testing
The nematode model is tested to build confidence that the model is appropriate for exploring the
nematode and potato yield dynamics from 2000-2050, and thus for answering the research
questions. The ability of the model to replicate historical data is assessed; however, this is not the
only focus. The robustness, feedback structure, and sensitivity of the relative yield to assumptions
and underlying parameters were also tested using the tests described below. According to good
practices described by Sterman (2000), the testing is designed to discover hidden assumptions and
flaws and to expose assumptions for critique and improvement. The tests that are performed are
selected from a collection of tests (Sterman, 2000) for the assessment of dynamic models. The tests
are selected on basis of feasibility, usefulness in the context of the research questions, and time
constraints of this study. The model testing was an iterative process and resulted in the adjustment
of initial parameters and model structure.
Behavior reproduction test
In this test, the behavior of the nematode model is compared to nematode density data, measured
over the period 2000-2017 by TBM (see Table 1). The mean absolute error as a fraction of the mean
will be used as a measure of discrepancy between nematode model data and historical data. During
this test, the model parameter for natural decline and selection speed (see section 3.2.2) will be
calibrated to minimize the error between the nematode model and historical data.
Sensitivity analysis
to gain insight in how much certain parameters influence the yield-reducing factor, a sensitivity
analysis was performed on most of the parameters of the nematode model. The values of several
parameters in the model are changed, and the effect on the model output was assessed. During this
11

test, parameters are changed in a range of +50% to -50%. If for example a parameter is changed with
10%, the model is deemed sensitive to this parameter if the final model output, relative yield,
changes by more than 10%. The model structure was critically assessed based on the outcome and
changed if the change in parameters resulted in a disproportionate change in the output.
Extreme conditions test
For the extreme condition test, extreme parameter values were used in the nematode model to
evaluate model behavior in extreme conditions. The model response on these extreme inputs was
analyzed, and if necessary, the model structure was adapted. This test is different from the
sensitivity test because during this test it is analyzed if the model produces realistic behavior in
extreme conditions, instead of if the model response is proportionate to the input.
Structure and boundary assessment tests
The model structure was compared to a similar model in literature(Been et al., 2006) and discussed
with experts (Leendert Molendijk, Thomas Been, 2021; personal communication). The model
structure was adapted if knowledge from literature or experts contradicted the structure of the
nematode model.
Field homogeneity test
For simplification purposes, the assumption has been made that the fields in the Veenkoloniën are
infested with the same amount of nematodes in the whole field (homogeneously). This assumption
introduces errors in the nematode model, as in reality, the nematode populations have a strong
non-random distribution in the field, centered around infestation foci (Been & Schomaker, 1996).
This error has been reduced by introducing three different infestation levels, which are elaborated in
section 3.3.3. A test is performed to check if the stratification of infestations reduces the errors, and
to detect inaccuracies caused by this stratification procedure. This test compares the relative yield of
the nematode model with a stratified approach to the relative yield of the model with a
heterogeneous calculation of yield reductions. This heterogeneous calculation calculates the
nematode dynamics per 5x5 meter cell, instead of 3 levels for one hectare(see appendix 8).

2.4 Model behaviour analysis
2.4.1 scenarios
After building confidence in the model, the nematode model was used to explore different
scenarios:
1: business as usual
2: 1:2, 1:3 and 1:4 rotation
3: introduction of a new cultivar
4: different rotations with different mitigation measures.
First, a business-as-usual scenario was simulated. In this scenario, it was assumed that the current
situation of the Veenkoloniën is maintained: no change in crop rotation, and no deviation from the
current nematode mitigation approach. After the business-as-usual scenario, three different rotation
scenarios were simulated: a change in 2021 from business as usual to 1:2, 1:3, and to a 1:4 rotation.
After simulation of rotations, nematode mitigation measures such as nematicides, were combined
with different rotations and to gain insight into possible management options.
12

3 Results
The following four sections correspond to the four sections of the methodology chapter. In the first
section, the results of the model conceptualization are presented, together with the assumptions
that were made. In the second section, the nematode model is presented per component, together
with the equations that represent the components mathematically. The third section describes the
results of the tests that were performed to build confidence and to calibrate the nematode model.
The last section describes the behavior of the nematode model in different scenarios.

3.1 Model conceptualization
The dynamics between nematode densities and potato yields are presented in a CLD in Figure 5. Two
balancing feedbacks loops are described in the figure: B1 describes the reaction of the farmer to the
nematodes. If the nematode reproduction rate goes up, the nematode density goes up as well. The
farmer then responds with mitigation measures (in this case nematicide use) which result in lower
nematode densities. B2 is also a balancing feedback loop, that stimulates the development of
resistant cultivars if the damage done by nematodes goes up. B3 is a loop that describes the
intraspecific competition between nematodes: the nematode density cannot increase forever,
because of competition for feeding sites.

Figure 5: causal loop diagram of nematode densities and potato yields. Created using Stella Architect

3.1.1 assumptions
The dynamics of nematode density and potato yield in the Veenkoloniën are simplified in this study,
compared to the complex reality. The simplifications and assumptions make the model
understandable, and useful for this explorative study. The assumptions and simplifications have
been made during the creation of the model conceptualization on basis of literature, own insights,
and personal communication with experts (Leendert Molendijk & Thomas Been). To construct the
formal model, additional assumptions for equations 1,2, and 3 derived from Been et al., (2006),
Schomaker & Been (2006), and Seinhorst (1987) are added in the Appendix 12.
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Spatial distribution
Because of the limited mobility of nematodes, PCN are relying on passive transport for their
distribution. The result is a strong non-random distribution of PCN in the field, dependent on
cultivation direction, wind, seeding material, and other factors. Because of linear machine
operations spreading the PCN, the PCN hotspots, also called infestations, emerge as ellipsoid
patterns in the field(Been & Schomaker, 1996). In the infestation foci, the PCN density can be
manyfold higher than the surrounding soil, resulting in for example visible growth retardation while
the rest of the crop is barely affected. To make the construction of the nematode model feasible in
the given timeframe, this spatial distribution is partially ignored. Three infestation levels are used
instead of a continuum: low, middle, and high infestation grades.
Monitoring
Monitoring nematode densities in a field is complex because of the strong non-random distribution
of PCN (Been, 2014). The sampling density thus must be sufficiently large to capture these
concentration gradients. On top of this, the monitoring threshold is close to the damage threshold
(Gartner et al., 2021). Monitoring is important for management practices such as deciding on
treatment methods. To simplify the nematode model, these monitoring complexities are not
accounted for in the nematode model. In reality, the monitoring determines control feedbacks, such
as the use of nematicides.
Cultivar choice
Cultivar choice is important since resistant cultivars are the most effective measure against PCN
(Molendijk, 2018). In the nematode model, no option was included to select a sequence of cultivars
that are grown in a timeframe, in contrast to NemaDecide. In the nematode model, constant
cultivation of a cultivar with average values of plant-specific parameters T, z, and m is assumed. In
practice, cultivar choice is also affected by the diversity and virulence of the specific PCN population
present. Farmers can perform a ‘’cultivar choice test’’ on which different cultivars are grown in pots
on their soil, to determine the damage a specific PCN cause (NVWA, 2021).
In the nematode model, it is assumed that cultivar ‘Seresta’ is introduced in 2000 and that all
farmers instantly adopt this new cultivar. It is also assumed that no virulence against this new
cultivar was present in the G. pallida population in the Veenkoloniën. In reality, during the period
2000-2017 about 50% of the potatoes cultivated were cultivar ‘Seresta’(personal communication
Leendert Molendijk). The other 50% was a mix of other cultivars, with mixed levels of resistance.
Heterogeneity of nematode population
Hundreds of nematode species exist, of which a few that are damaging to potato. Different species
of PCN exist, and populations found in potato fields are often mixed(B. S. J. Turner, 1990).
Nowadays, in the Veenkoloniën, G. pallida is the dominant PCN species (Molendijk, 2018). This
dominance is the result of the introduction of cultivars with absolute resistance to G. rostochiensis,
the other prominent PCN species in the Veenkoloniën (Molendijk, 2018). To simplify the nematode
dynamics, G. pallida is assumed to be solely responsible for the nematode damage in the
Veenkoloniën.
In reality, the population of G. pallida is subdivided into so-called pathotypes, with divergent levels
of virulence per pathotype. Within these pathotypes variation also occurs, as a proportion of the
pathotype may have acquired certain alleles required to break cultivar resistance while others have
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not. These nuances within the G. pallida populations are not considered, and the nematode model
assumes homogeneous properties of G. pallida .
Virulence
After studying the work of Schouten, Beniers, and Turner (1990-2000) and discussion with experts
(Leendert Molendijk, Thomas Been, 2021; personal communication), the selection is assumed to be
the main process that explains the increase in virulence in the Veenkoloniën. The average virulence
of G. pallida in the Veenkoloniën is thought to increase because partially resistant varieties stimulate
the selection of nematodes with the genetic capacities to break this resistance. Also, mutation plays
a limited role in the time scale that we see an increase in nematode densities in the Veenkoloniën
(+-14 years) (Leendert Molendijk, 2021; personal communication).
When potato seed material was first introduced in Europe, no phytosanitary regulations were in
place, resulting in the import of a diverse population of nematodes from South America (Leendert
Molendijk, 2021; personal communication). The import of a diverse population of virulent
nematodes, and the subsequent passive spread via wind, machinery, and other vectors result in a
variety of nematode population sizes and virulence levels in the Veenkoloniën. In the nematode
model, it is assumed that in every field the start population and virulence are the same.
Environmental effects
The effect of PCN in the nematode model is expressed as relative yield compared to a non-infested
field in the same conditions. The effect of other factors, such as drought, on starch potato yield, are
not included in the nematode model. There are however environmental effects that affect the
nematode dynamics. These effects are assumed to be constant in the context of this thesis.
Potato storage
Potato storage is ignored in the nematode model, however, it could have significant effect on both
the nematode densities and the development of virulence (Molendijk, 2018). Depending on
management and harvest efficiency, some potatoes are left in the field, and these potatoes could
then be a host for PCN. This creates a situation where in patches of the field potatoes are cultivated
every year, resulting in a faster rise of both virulence and nematode densities in these patches. A
setup on how to include potato storage has been included in the nematode model, however it is not
taken account in the final model simulations because of incompletion.

3.2 Model formulation
The following section describes the different model components and assumptions. In the ‘model
overview’ section a schematical overview of the nematode model is presented (Figure 6), together
with a table of variables and initial variables. The full model and description can be found in
appendix 1.

3.2.1 Model overview
The nematode model consists of 7 components: 3 rotation components, a virulence component, a
field condition component, and two components for the plant and nematode-specific parameters.
Together, these components can simulate the nematode dynamics in different rotations and
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management scenarios. The final output of the model is the relative potato yield compared to a
PCN-free situation.

Figure 6: schematical oversight of the nematode model. The rotation components are displayed in orange, the
field condition adjustment in grey, the virulence component in blue, the nematode-specific parameters in
yellow, and the plant-specific parameters in green. The colour coding corresponds to the coding in table 2.

The nematode dynamics simulation that takes part in the orange components is adjusted for field
conditions in the grey component (Figure 6). This adjustment is needed, because not the whole field
is thoroughly rooted, and different aspects of intraspecific competition between G. pallida
individuals must be taken into account. Another important calculation that takes place in the grey
component is the translation of nematode densities to an expression of starch potato yield loss
which is called ‘relative yield’.
The relative yield is not only dependent on the nematodes, but also on the plant. The different
parameters capturing the ability of the plant to withstand nematode damage are included in the
green component of Figure 6.
To capture the effect of the increasing virulence of nematodes in the Veenkoloniën, the blue
virulence component has been created (Figure 6). In the virulence component, several factors that
affect the development of virulence are included. By combining these factors, a variable is created
that is used to adjust the properties of nematodes. The parameters of the nematode properties can
be found in the yellow component of Figure 6. After the nematode-specific parameters are adjusted
by the virulence component, the parameters are used to simulate the nematode dynamics in the
orange components.
To increase the accuracy of the model three different infestation levels are simulated: low, medium,
and high. This stratification is implemented to compensate for the lack of spatial distribution in the
nematode model (elaborated in 3.3.3). The final model thus contains three copies of the model
described in Figure 6, with low, medium, and high initial nematode densities. The stratification is
made by splitting the input data into three parts: the lowest 33% percentile, the middle 33%
percentile, and the highest 33% percentile ( see Appendix 6). These 3 nematode densities are input
for the respective low, medium, and high copies of the model. The splitting of the input data in three
equal relative shares(and not 25% 50% and 25% for example) was an intuitive choice, and the
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accuracy of this split is tested in the field homogeneity test. The initial values of the three infestation
levels are included in the next section. To account for the stratification an overarching model
component is added that calculates a weighted average of the three sub-models.
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3.2.2 Variables and initial values
The name/description, abbreviation, type, unit, initial value, and source of the variables in the
nematode model are presented in Table 2. Abbreviations are used for certain variables to allow a
clear formulation of model equations in the ‘model components’’ part of this section. The ‘type’
column refers to the type of variable that is used to represent the information in the nematode
model. The source and initial value of the most important variables are elaborated upon in the next
paragraphs of this subsection. The variables in Table 2 will be referred to in italics.
Table 2: name, abbreviation, type, unit, initial value, and source of the variables in the nematode model. The
colour coding in this table corresponds to the components in figure 6: The rotation variables are displayed in
orange, the field condition adjustment variables in grey, the virulence component variables in blue, the
nematode specific parameters in yellow, and the plant-specific parameters in green.
initial
name/discription
abbreviation type
unit
value source
Live larvae and eggs(LLE) in soil 1:2 stock
LLE /gram
TBM
LLE in soil 1:3
stock
LLE /gram
TBM
LLE in soil 1:4
stock
LLE/ gram
TBM
switch
auxillary
factor
LLE end potato season
Pf
auxillary
LLE/gram
LLE begin potato season
Pi
auxillary
LLE/gram
increase LLE
flow
LLE/gram/year natural decline LLE
flow
LLE/gram/year decline LLE by nematicides
flow
LLE/gram/year
nematicide effectivity
auxillary
factor/year
personal communication
fraction soil rooted at Pi = 0
r
auxillary
factor
0,7 Been (2021)
relative yield
y
auxillary
fraction of uninfested yield
nematodes in unrooted soil
auxillary
LLE/gram
reduction food source
auxillary
factor
plant ability to withstand
nematode damage
z
auxillary
factor
0,95 schomaker en been 2006
LLE threshold for damage to plant
T
auxillary
LLE/gram
2 schomaker en been 2006
minimal plant weight
m
auxillary
factor
0,4 Seinhorst 1987
initial reproduction rate
auxillary
factor/year
0,3 NVWA, Seinhorst 1987
reproduction rate
a
auxillary
factor/year
0,3 NVWA, Seinhorst 1987
initial maximum population
density
auxillary
LLE/gram
2 NVWA, Seinhorst 1987
maximum population density
M
auxillary
LLE/gram
natural decline year 1
β
auxillary
factor/year
0,7 Been 2019
natural decline year 2
γ
auxillary
factor/year
0,3 Been 2019
natural decline year 3
auxillary
factor/year
0,3
virulence factor
V
stock
factor
1
increase virulence
flow
factor/year
decrease virulence
flow
factor/year
allele frequency change
f
auxillary
factor
selection speed
s
auxillary
factor
5
maximum virulence
N
auxillary
factor
100 NVWA
new resistance gene introduced
R
auxillary
factor
potato frequency

q

auxillary

factor

0,5(1:20) 0,33(1:3) 0,25(1:4)
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Initial nematode densities
The initial values of nematode densities were acquired from TBM (Molendijk, 2018). TBM monitors
PCN populations in arable farming fields in the Veenkoloniën since 1999. TBM does not distinguish
between potato cysts nematodes G. pallida and G. rostochiensis, however, it is assumed that all live
larvae and eggs (LLE) found are G. pallida (see 3.1.1). In total 750 hectares are monitored on 150
different starch potato farms each year. Per hectare, several samples are taken and combined, and
from this combined sample the number of life larvae and LLE are counted. TBM then categorizes
fields in several infestation levels, ranging from non-detectable to very heavy infestation. The TBM
monitoring data is split into three percentiles (lowest 33%, middle33%, and highest33%), which is
then used to initialize the nematode model per infestation level. Values of 0.68, 6.0, and 14,9
LLE/gram for the respective low, medium, and high infestation levels were used as initial population
densities for the year 2000. The values in LLE/gram are converted from the unit that TBM uses
(LLE/200cc sample) by dividing by 166.66 (gram/ 200cc) (Molendijk, 2018).
Nematode specific parameters
The replication rate (a) is dependent on the combination of nematode and cultivar traits. The
replication rate of certain nematode populations on certain cultivars is routinely tested by the Dutch
food and safety authorities(NVWA, 2021). This data is acquired by pot experiments with standard
(non-virulent) populations (NVWA, 2021). The NVWA data can be used to initialize the replication
rate and the maximum population density because the nematode population is assumed to be nonvirulent in the year 2000. Seresta is the most popular cultivar in the Veenkoloniën (BO akkerbouw,
2017), so the relative susceptibility scores of this cultivar will be taken. Seresta has an average
relative susceptibility (rs) of approximately 1% across G. pallida pathotype 2 and 3 (BO akkerbouw,
2017).
In literature, the performance of a certain cultivar infested with a certain population of nematodes is
often expressed in relative susceptibility. Relative susceptibility (rs) is generally calculated as
equation 1, in which a represents the reproduction rate(Seinhorst et al., 1995). The resistance of
cultivars is expressed relative to a cultivar that possesses no resistance genes against the particular
nematode population. In some cases, the rs is also calculated by using the maximum population
density, M (Seinhorst et al., 1995). The formula for the rs is as follows:
𝑟𝑠 =

𝑎 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡 𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑟
𝑎 𝑠𝑢𝑠𝑐𝑒𝑝𝑡𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑟

or

𝑟𝑠 =

𝑀 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡 𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑟
𝑀 𝑠𝑢𝑠𝑐𝑒𝑝𝑡𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑟

Equation 1

The rs needs to be multiplied with the replication rate and maximum population density of a
susceptible cultivar, to arrive at initial values of a in factor/year and M. The rs is expressed relative to
cultivar ‘Bintje’, which is estimated to have an a of 50 and an M of 200 LLE/gram (Phillipst et al.,
1989). The resulting a and M used in the nematode model are thus respectively 1% of 50 and 200
which is 0.3 factor/year and 2 LLE/gram. a and M are determined in pot experiments by the NVWA.
The natural decline parameter is initialized as a 70% decline the first year after potato, and 30%
decline the second year after potato. These values are specific for the Veenkoloniën and determined
experimentally in fields in the Veenkoloniën (Been et al., 2019). Due to the lack of 1:4 rotations in
the Veenkoloniën, the value for the decline in the third year after potato could not be found in the
literature. This value is assumed to be the same as the percentage decline in the second year after
potato, namely 30%.
Plant specific parameters
Tolerance (T; LLE/gram), minimum plant weight (m; factor) and plant ability to withstand nematode
damage (z; factor) were estimated by assessing literature. The parameter z varies between 0.9 and
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1, and a value of 0.95 is a reasonable level of a plant to withstand nematode damage (Schomaker &
Been, 2006). The tolerance, T, is cultivar dependent and varies between 1-2 LLE/gram (Schomaker &
Been, 2006). A value of 2 LLE/gram is used as initial value. The value of m is however difficult to
determine, as variability in m is very high, and the source of this variability is largely unknown
(Seinhorst 1982). Parameter m is dependent on external conditions such as temperature (Seinhorst,
1987). Therefore the range of reasonable values for m is broad: 0.2-0.6 (Schomaker & Been, 2006);
the average of this range is used as initial value: 0.4. m is the relative plant weight at
Field condition adjustment & virulence
the value for the fraction of soil rooted was derived from personal communication with Thomas
Been (2021). Due to the style of growing potatoes in elevated rows in the Veenkoloniën, about 70%
of the soil is considered rooted. In the unrooted soil, the nematode dynamics are similar to the
dynamics in rooted soil during a non-host year (not taking into account potato storage).
The virulence component is developed for the nematode model, and in literature, no similar models
were found. The initial values of the new resistance gene being introduced and selection speed were
determined during the model testing and calibration. Certain parameters of the virulence
component were adapted from existing data, like the maximum virulence. The maximum virulence is
reached when the potato cultivar lost all resistance to G. pallida , making it essentially a fully
susceptible cultivar. The a and M from the fully susceptible cultivar ‘Bintje’ are therefore taken as
maxima (NVWA). The subsequent maximum virulence, N, is calculated by dividing initial a and initial
M through the maximum a and M of ‘Bintje’. In this case of maximum virulence, the rs is 1.

3.2.3 Time step & runtime
G. pallida conveniently completes its life cycle in one year, making a time step of one year possible.
This choice of a time step of 1 year simplifies the nematode model because the dynamics within a
year are ignored. The nematode density at the end of the season (Pf) and the relative yield from the
current season (y) are calculated using the nematode density at the start of the season(Pi). The unit
for nematode density is Live Larvae and Eggs (LLE) per gram soil, because of the fact that potato cyst
nematodes (PCN) are stored as egg’s (which are clustered in cysts) in the soil at the end of the
potato season. Euler’s integration method was used, with a time step of one year.
The runtime is chosen to be 50 years, starting in the year 2000. The 50-year runtime is also used in
the Schütz model, and in related projects in the SURE-Farms study. The nematode model consist of
two time separated parts: 2000-2017 wherein the historical situation will be reproduced, and 20182050, wherein different scenarios based on varying rotations regarding potato frequencies are
explored. The historical situation is defined as 2000-2017 because of available historic data on
nematode densities from the TBM monitoring institute.

3.2.4 Model components
3.2.4.1 Population density increase
To model the increase of nematode density, equation (2) is used as a basis, which is developed by
Seinhorst in 1986. Equation (2) is used in the nematode model to describe the inflow of nematodes
into the three different stocks that represent the nematode density under different rotations. Figure
7 corresponds to the orange ‘1:2 rotation’ component in figure 6 and describes the nematode
dynamics in the 1:2 component in terms of stocks and flows. The blue arrow is an inflow, that
represents the increase of nematodes in the ‘LLE in soil 1:2’ stock.
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Figure 7: stock and flow notation of the
nematode population dynamics in a 1:2
rotation created in Stella Architect. Arrows
indicate flows, squares indicate stocks, and
circles represent auxiliary variables. The blue
arrow represents the increase, and the red and
green arrows represent the decrease of
nematodes under a 1:2 rotation. The green
arrow represents the decline of nematodes due
to nematicide treatment. The thin red arrows
represent the transfer of information.

Equation (2) is the mathematical representation of the growth in nematodes, which is the same in all
rotation components (Figure 6). The maximum increase in LLE in one year is always M, the maximum
population density.
𝑃𝑖

𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑒 𝐿𝐿𝐸 = 𝑀 ∗ (1 − 𝑒 −𝑎∗𝑀 )

equation (2)

The description and the units of the components of all equations can be found in Table 2.
Equation (2) however has its limitations. In field conditions potato roots are not present everywhere
in the field, which limits nematode growth, considering the mobility of nematodes is a few mm/year.
Another aspect not considered by equation (2) is the reduction in root growth caused by the root
penetrating nematodes. Penetration of roots by PCN reduces the growth rate of the plant and roots,
effectively reducing the food source of other PCN later in the season. These two processes reduce
the increase in nematode density in potato years. To account for these processes, equation (2) is
expanded, resulting in equation (3), which is adopted from Schomaker & Been (2006). The
adjustment of the increase LLE also uses variables from the ‘field condition adjustment’
compartment (figure 6). This explains the 3 incoming red information arrows that come in on the left
side in figure 6, and point to the ‘increase LLE’.
𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑒 𝐿𝐿𝐸 = 𝑟 ∗ 𝑦 ∗ 𝑀 ∗ (1 − 𝑒

−𝑎∗𝑃𝑖
𝑟∗𝑀

) + (1 − 𝑟 ∗ 𝑦) ∗ 𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑙 𝑑𝑒𝑐𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟 1 ∗ 𝑃𝑖

eq. (3)

The first part of the equation (𝑟 ∗ 𝑦) describes the growth dampening effect of the proportion of soil
rooted (fewer roots = fewer feeding sites for PCN). The effect of nematodes reducing the root
system, and thus feeding sites, is described by the middle part: 𝑀 ∗ (1 − 𝑒

−𝑎∗𝑃𝑖
𝑟∗𝑀

). The last part of the

equation ((1 − 𝑟 ∗ 𝑦) ∗ 𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑙 𝑑𝑒𝑐𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟 1 ∗ 𝑃𝑖 ) describes the density of nematodes in the
unrooted part of the soil. The nematodes in these parts have a similar dynamic as in soil in a nonhost year.
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The y variable represents the relative size of the root system in this equation. G. pallida
proportionately affects tuber weight and the root system (Been, 2014). The y value is thus
considered to also represent the relative tuber weight under certain nematode densities, relative
yield, used in further equations.
The r is the proportion of the soil rooted in the field without PCN. The parameter is dependent on
the structure of the field, and the planting density. In the Veenkoloniën potatoes are grown in
elevated rows, in which about 70% of the soil is rooted (Thomas Been, 2021; personal
communication). In the unrooted soil, the nematodes are assumed to have similar dynamics as
nematodes during the first non-host year. The natural decline of nematodes is elaborated in the next
subsection.
3.2.4.2 Population density decrease
The population density decrease of G. pallida in a non-host year was modeled as an outflow of the
stocks representing the different rotations. In the years that no potatoes are grown, G. pallida does
not have a host plant, and will not be able to replicate. The cysts, in which the LLE are stored, hatch
under the detection of exudates excreted by potato root tips (Turner, 1996). Some cysts also hatch
in non-host years, so-called spontaneous hatching. If cysts hatch spontaneously, no potato roots, so
no food source is present. The juveniles will thus starve, leading to a natural decline in the nematode
density, this natural decline is highlighted in red in figure 7.
Various studies attempted to quantify spontaneous hatching, summarized by Turner in 1996 (Turner,
1996). These studies concluded that the hatching rate is dependent on environmental conditions,
mostly on soil type and temperature. This dependence on environmental conditions was also
emphasized by Seinhorst (1986). According to recent field observations in the Veenkoloniën,
spontaneous hatching of G. pallida the first season after potato results in 70% decrease in
population density (Been et al., 2019). The decline of G. pallida in non-host years is therefore:
𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑙 𝑑𝑒𝑐𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟 1 = 𝛽 ∗ 𝑃𝑖

equation(4),

where β is (1-natural decline year 1). Been et al (2019) also showed that the population density
decline follows a frequency distribution close to normal, centered around the decrease fraction.
The second year after potato cultivation (occurring only in 1:3 and 1:4 rotations), the spontaneous
hatching rate of the cysts has declined resulting in a 27% population density decrease (Been et al.,
2019). Therefore (4) needs to be adapted for the 1:3 and 1:4 rotations, resulting in the equation:
𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑙 𝑑𝑒𝑐𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒 𝑛𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟 2 = (𝛽 ∗ 𝑃𝑖) ∗ 𝛾

equation (5)

The final nematode density after 2 years, is the nematode density after one non-host year
multiplied with 𝛾, which represents the spontaneous hatching 2 years after potato was last
cultivated.
The spontaneous hatching is considered to be the same in year 3 as in year 2 after potato (see 3.2.2)
so the equation for the nematode density 3 years after potato cultivation is therefore:
𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑙 𝑑𝑒𝑐𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒 𝑛𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟 3 = (𝛽 ∗ 𝑃𝑖) ∗ 𝛾 2

equation (6).

3.2.4.3 Relative yield and nematode density
After simulating the stocks, inflow, and outflow of nematode density, the nematode densities are
used to calculate the reduction of potential potato yield. The relation between the nematode
density and the relative potato yield attained is described by equation (7), which is adapted from
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Seinhorst (1987). Because G. pallida has one generation per growing season, the Pi can be
interpreted as the nematode density at the start of the potato growing season. In equation (7) the y
represents the relative yield again.
𝑦 = 𝑚 + (1 − 𝑚) ∗ 𝑧 𝑃𝑖−𝑇 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑃𝑖 > 𝑇

equation (7)

After a literature search of case studies including nematode density-plant weight relations, Seinhorst
distilled an exponential relationship between the nematode density and the relative weight of the
host plant: 𝑦 = 𝑧 𝑃 (Seinhorst, 1987) (see appendix 9). This resulted in a reasonable fit for some of
the nematode density-yield relations found in these case studies. The goodness of fit increased
significantly after introducing the parameters m and T, resulting in the equation (7). This relation
was validated by several experiments with different tylenchid nematode species (under which G.
pallida) on a range of host plants (Seinhorst et al., 1995), which confirms that equation (7) is
suitable for use in the context of this study.
Equation (7) is only valid for 𝑃𝑖 > 𝑇 because the tolerance of potato plants to nematodes behaves
as a threshold: only when this threshold is passed, damage occurs (Seinhorst, 1987). The resulting y
is the final output of the nematode model and represents the potato yield relative to the yield in the
same conditions with Pi = 0. It is important to note that a high level of resistance does not mean a
high level of tolerance, as this has implications for mitigation measures. Therefore, damage still
occurs in highly resistant varieties with a low tolerance (Arntzen & Visser, 1994). Tolerance is also
not affected by virulence, (Schouten & Beniers, 1997; Leendert Molendijk, 2021, personal
communication) however an increase in virulence will result in higher nematode densities, which
cause the threshold to be passed more frequently.
3.2.4.4 increase in virulence
This subsection describes the virulence component by first presenting some terminology and
theoretical background, then the variables that affect virulence, and last how the virulence affects
the rest of the nematode model. The virulence component of the nematode model represents the
hypothesis that G. pallida increases in virulence over time on cultivars grown in the Veenkoloniën.
Although increasing virulence is mentioned widely in sources discussing PCN in the Veenkoloniën
(Been et al., 2019; BO akkerbouw, 2017; Molendijk, 2018) little research has been found that
quantifies and predicts the increase in virulence of G. pallida in field conditions. However, pot
experiments (Beniers et al., 2019; Gartner et al., 2021), modeling studies (Beniers et al., 2019;
Contina et al., 2019; Schouten & Beniers, 1997), and field observations(Beniers, 1995) (Burgt et al.,
1993, TBM) have been done to investigate the development of the virulence of PCN over time. Most
of these experiments are so-called repeated rearing studies, where continuous potato cultivation is
done. The properties of the PCN, and or the effect on potato are observed during these experiments.
These studies can be used to develop an equation for the development of virulence in the
Veenkoloniën.
After studying the work of Schouten, Beniers, and Turner (1990-2000), (Schouten, 1993) and
discussion with experts (Leendert Molendijk, Thomas Been, 2021; personal communiation), selection
is assumed to be the main process that explains the increase in virulence in the Veenkoloniën. The
average virulence of G. pallida in the Veenkoloniën is thought to increase because partially resistant
varieties cause selection for nematodes with virulence genes that can replicate on resistant cultivars
and produce females. Non-virulent nematodes can only produce male offspring when feeding on a
resistant host, leading to an eventual decline of the population.
Effects of increased virulence
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According to Seinhorst (1995) the rsa and rsM (see equation 1) result in the same rs, so

𝑟𝑠𝑎
𝑟𝑠𝑀

= 1.

This indicates that a and M rise with the same percentage if the virulence of G. pallida in the
nematode model increases. An increase in a of G. pallida has consistently been found in pot
experiments and field experiments where potato is grown season after season. In the repeated
rearing experiments the a of G. pallida rises as it is reared on a host plant with the same source of
genetic resistance for multiple generations (Leendert Molendijk, 2021; personal communication).
The M of nematode population in this situation also rises (Leendert Molendijk, 2021; personal
communication). This is interpreted as an increase in rs or virulence. Because of the empirical
evidence of an elevated a in virulent populations, and the connection of a and M, increasing
virulence in the Veenkoloniën is included as a parallel rise of a and M. The mechanism of virulence
inducing a parallel rise in a and M was also confirmed by an expert (Leendert Molendijk, 2021;
personal communication). The effect of the virulence on the nematode dynamics is included by using
the stock virulence factor(V) (Figure 8) as a multiplication factor: a and M in a certain year are:
𝑎 = 𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑎 ∗ 𝑉 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑀 = 𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑀 ∗ 𝑉

equation (8)

Variables affecting virulence
In the repeated rearing experiments of Beniers et al. (2019) the pots that were inoculated with a
mixed G. pallida population (pathotype 2&3) had a faster increase in rs, indicating that diversity of
the G. pallida population influences virulence. This find is relevant because field populations of G.
pallida are often a mix of different pathotypes(Turner, 1990).
It seems that besides the diversity of the PCN population, the diversity of the potato cultivars also
affects virulence. When alternating 2 cultivars instead of repeated rearing using the same cultivar, a
smaller increase in replication rate was found (Beniers et al., 2019). Other research (Gartner et al.,
2021) also suggests cultivar diversity as a way of halting virulence increase. To add to this, cultivar
diversity is also mentioned as an integrated PCN control method (Molendijk, 2018). The genetic
source of the resistance must vary between the different cultivars, for cultivar diversity to reduce
the increase in virulence. The influence of cultivar choice and the diversity of the nematode
population on virulence are captured in the overarching parameter ‘selection speed’.
The genetic resistance of a potato cultivar is what determines the virulence of certain nematodes on
certain potato cultivars. The introduction of a new source of resistance in potato cultivars
immediately reduces the virulence of a certain nematode population on that particular cultivar. The
introduction of a new resistant cultivar is included in the equation as a one-time instant reduction of
virulence, represented by the variable ‘new resistance gene introduced’ (R). How much the virulence
is reduced depends on the genetics present in the particular nematode population and on the
resistance genes that are present in the newly introduced cultivar(Gartner et al., 2021). As resistance
for G. pallida is only partial, different resistance genes need to be combined(Molendijk, 2018) to
achieve a high level of resistance. The value of R is thus dependent on the amount and quality of
resistance genes that are included in the new cultivar. When a new cultivar is introduced, and thus
when R takes a value, depends on the breeding efforts, which are not included in the nematode
model.
A modeling study by Jones (1985) suggested that virulence genes are inherited recessively in
nematodes. Recessive inheritance of resistance was also assumed in other studies predicting the
genetic developments in a G. pallida population (Schouten & Beniers, 1997). Therefore, resistance is
assumed to be inherited in a recessive manner in the nematode model as well.
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This recessive inheritance affects the speed at which resistance-breaking genes can spread through a
population of G. pallida . It may seem counter-intuitive, but high densities of nematodes are
assumed to decrease the spread of virulence through a population (Leendert Molendijk, 2021;
personal communication). Because of the recessive inheritance of virulence genes, mating with nonvirulent nematodes causes a decrease in the fraction of virulent individuals. It needs to be taken into
account that non-virulent nematodes have almost exclusively male offspring on resistant cultivars
(Phillipst et al., 1989). In a situation with high initial nematode densities, female offspring of virulent
individuals will be mostly mated by non-virulent nematodes, resulting in a slow propagation of
virulence genes through the population. The sex determination of nematodes determined by host
resistance has also been described in a model by Schouten (Schouten, 1993).
In addition to this, a virulent individual will generate less LLE in a high nematode density
environment, also decreasing the speed at which the virulence genes spread through the population
in a high-density environment. The effect of the virulent-nonvirulent mating and the densitydependent replication rate on the development of virulence is captured in the ‘allele frequency
change’ variable. The allele frequency change is therefore dependent on LLE begin season, and the
maximum population density (see figure 8).

Figure 8: the virulence component. The increase of virulence builds up in the square stock ‘virulence factor’
which in turn multiplies the values of a and M. A decrease of virulence can only occur by introducing a new
cultivar that has functioning resistance genes.

To establish an equation for the virulence of G. pallida , it is important to realize that virulence
cannot increase forever. The increase will eventually level off, and the a and M will approach values
of a non-resistant cultivar (captured in ‘max virulence’ parameter). An indication for when this
maximum value is reached can be found in a repeated rearing experiment by (Fournet et al., 2016).
In this study, the virulence of G. pallida on resistant potato cultivar ‘Iledher’ stopped increasing after
8 generations of repeated rearing. When this maximum virulence is reached is estimated by
analyzing repeated rearing experiments like Beniers et al (2019) and Hamelin et al (2016). In the
Veenkoloniën, no repeated rearing is practiced (high potato storage years being an exception), so
the amount of generations needs to be divided by the potato frequency to estimate the years until
maximum virulence is reached.
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Combining all the factors that influence virulence mentioned above, resulted in the following
equation of V (virulence factor), included in the nematode model as stock.
𝑑𝑉
𝑃𝑖
𝑉
= ((s ∗ 𝑓 (1 − )) (1 − )) − 𝑅
𝑑𝑡
𝑀
𝑁

(9)

3.3 Model testing
This section presents the results of the tests described in the ‘model testing ‘ section of chapter 2.
Initial values presented in table 2 are used to initialize the tests. Adaptations of the model (as a
result of the tests) will be presented to provide insight into the results, and further implications of
these adaptions and the test results are discussed in the discussion.

3.3.1 Structure and boundary assessment tests
The model structure was compared to models in the literature, such as NemaDicide (Been et al.,
2006), and discussed with experts (Leendert Molendijk & Thomas Been). The structure of the model
components for population density increase/decrease and relative yield were approved by an expert
(Leendert Molendijk). These components were similar to components in Nemadecide (Been et al.,
2006), and no inconsistency with literature was found. The initial virulence component was however
criticized (Leendert Molendijk, 2021;personal communication). Initially, mutation was hypothesized
to play a role in the development of virulence, however this was not the case according to an expert
(Leendert Molendijk, 2021;personal communication). The main mechanism of increasing virulence
was then hypothesized to be selection. The selection hypothesis led to the assumptions stated in
section 3.1.1.

3.3.2 Extreme condition test
The nematode model was ran with extreme parameter values for selection speed, a (1-100), M(1400), natural decline(0-0,8), selection speed(1-20) and Pi(0-400) to evaluate model behaviour. The
model response on these extreme parameters was as expected, and the model structure was not
adapted as a result of the test.
Extremely high values for the a (100) resulted in a very fast increase in nematode densities. A
realistic range for a is 0,1- 50. Extreme high values for M had a comparable effect, as high M values
allow for rapid population growth because the intraspecific competition between nematodes is
negligible under extremely high M values. Extreme values for natural decline also had an expected
effect: fast increase of nematodes under low natural decline. Extreme high (0,8) values for natural
decline caused the nematode population to not grow at all unless V(virulence) was very high as well.
Selection speed had also expected effects: a high increase in virulence under high values(15), which
causes high a and M values, leading to a fast increase in nematode densities. To conclude, Pi also
had expected effects: low relative yields under high Pi(300) and vice versa. Interesting is to note that
the virulence did not increase in these extremely high nematode densities and that the population
growth was non-existent (due to the intra-specific competition). The extreme condition test did not
lead to any adaptions to the model.

3.3.3 Reproduction of historic data & final calibration values
Nematode densities simulated by the nematode model were compared to the data gathered by TBM
over the time period 2000-2016 (see figure 3). The nematode model is stratified into 3 infestation
levels: low, medium and high. Therefore, 3 calibrations took place: the low infestation level was
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calibrated with the lowest 33% percentile nematode densities monitored by TBM, the medium level
with the middle 33% percentile, and the high with the highest 33% percentile(see Appendix 6). To
compare the nematode densities in different rotations in the nematode model with historic data, a
weighted average is taken of the LLE/gram of 80% 1:2 rotation and 20% 1:3 rotation. This
distribution represents the average rotation of the Veenkoloniën between 2000 and 2017
(Molendijk, 2018).
First, the three infestation levels under the Veenkoloniën rotation (80% 1:2 and 20%1:3), were
calibrated with only selection speed as a variable, and natural decline values observed by Been
(2019). The parameters selection speed(range 1-20), was varied using the optimization algorithm of
Stella Architect to fit the TBM monitoring data, using the squared error as comparison type. The
calibration results for the three infestation levels are displayed on the left side of Figure 9. The
nematode model seemed to overestimate the decline in the years 2000-2010, especially in the high
infestation level.
The natural decline parameters were initially assumed to be accurate, considering they were taken
from recent field research in the Veenkoloniën (Been et al., 2019). However, because these decline
values were high compared to the TBM data (left side, Figure 9), the choice was made to decrease
the natural decline parameter used in the nematode model. This resulted in a decrease in the error
(see Table 3). The natural decline year 1 was changed from 0.7 (fraction decline per year) to 0.45,
and the natural decline year 2 and 3 (years after potato) were reduced from 0.3 to 0.2. This natural
decline value is reached by trial and error to find the lowest error of the three infestation levels
combined. It is assumed that the population density does not affect the process of spontaneous
hatching, which is the cause of the natural decline. The three infestation levels therefore should
have the same natural decline. Reasons why the natural decline parameter calibrated to the TBM
data diverge from the values found in literature(Been et al., 2019) are discussed in the
discussion(section 4.2.2).
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Figure 9: simulated nematode densities (LLE/gram) calibrated on historic nematode densities by TBM
(LLE/gram). A&B: low infested field, C&D medium infested fields, and E &F high infested fields. The graphs on
the left side of the figure (A, C, E) use natural decline values from Been(2019), and graphs on the right side use
adjusted natural decline values (B, D, F).

The optimal value of the parameter selection speed to fit the TBM data varied across the three
infestation levels (displayed in table 3). The adjusted values for natural decline resulted in an
improved fit for the high infested field, the calculations are available in appendix 5. The error in the
high infested field is important, as this field contains the most nematodes, and thus where most
damage occurs. The values for natural decline and selection speed displayed in Table 3 under ‘final
calibration values’ are used in the further tests and the model behaviour analysis( section 3.4).
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Table 3:first and final calibration values of the low, medium, and high nematode densities. The top table (first
calibration values) displays the calibrated selection speed values without natural decline adaption. The bottom
table (final calibration values) displays the selection speed values with lower natural decline values compared to
Been(2019).

first calibration values
natural decline year 1
natural decline year 2
natural decline year 3
selection speed
Relative mean squared error
final calibration values
natural decline year 1
natural decline year 2
natural decline year 3
final calibration values
Relative mean squared error

low
0,7
0,3
0,3
2,25
0,0008

medium
0,7
0,3
0,3
2,86
0,027

high
0,7
0,3
0,3
5,8
1,5

low
0,45
0,2
0,2

medium
0,45
0,2
0,2

high
0,45
0,2
0,2

low
0,0013

medium
0,13

high
0,59

Exclusion of virulence component
To indicate the role of the virulence module, the historical data of TBM was compared to the output
of the nematode model without the virulence component. As visible in figure 10, the initial decline is
similar, but due to the absence of the virulence component, the nematode densities did not increase
after a certain period.

Figure 10: average nematode densities from 2000-2017 of TBM monitoring data, and average nematode
densities simulated by the nematode model with and without the virulence component.
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3.3.4 Sensitivity analysis
The parameters initial a, initial M, m, T, natural decline, and selection speed were analyzed: these
variables were varied within a 50% upper and lower range, using an incremental distribution with
equal step size. 5 values for each parameter were simulated in this range, and the effect on the
relative yield was analyzed. The sensitivity of these parameters was assessed under the
Veenkoloniën rotation. The response variable that was assessed was the relative yield, as this is the
main output of the model. None of the parameters changed resulted in a bigger percentual change
in the relative yield. Parameters varied with 50% always resulted in a corresponding change in the
relative yield of <50%. The model is therefore not sensitive to changes of these parameter values.
The full output of the sensitivity analysis can be found in appendix 7.
The response of the relative yield differs per infestation level. Some parameters however affect the
dynamics of the relative yield function and not only the final value of the relative yield (the year
2050). Parameters such as the reproduction rate (initial a) affect the time until significant damage is
done (defined as <95% relative yield), while not affecting the final relative yield in 2050. Some other
parameters like m generate the opposite result: no change in the time to significant damage, while
only affecting the final relative yield. Especially parameters that affect the time until significant
damage is done is interesting, as it points to mitigation options.
To illustrate how parameters of the nematode model can affect the dynamics of the relative yield,
the sensitivity analysis of natural decline year 1 is displayed in figure 11. Natural decline year 1 is the
parameter for which relative yield is most sensitive, therefore this parameter is highlighted with the
figure. This parameter affects both the time until significant damage is done, and the final value of
the relative yield factor. In figure 11 the sensitivity of the relative yield to the natural decline on the
three infestation levels is shown. For the high infestation level, a high natural decline rate causes a
fast recovery from the initial high nematode densities, but also an earlier onset of damage from
virulent nematodes. This can be explained by the lower allele frequency effect under low nematode
densities.
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Run 1
Run 2
Run 3
Run 4
Run 5

Run 1
Run 2
Run 3
Run 4
Run 5

Run 1
Run 2
Run 3
Run 4
Run 5

natural
relative yield
decline[year1] Veenkoloniën
0,225
73,53631
0,3375
79,10072
0,45
83,34141
0,5625
100
0,675
100

natural
relative yield
decline[year1] Veenkoloniën
0,225
65,63881
0,3375
71,77679
0,45
78,62269
0,5625
83,0059
0,675
100

natural
relative yield
decline[year1] Veenkoloniën
0,225
43,31419
0,3375
48,05723
0,45
53,59153
0,5625
59,84371
0,675
67,16566

Figure 11: the sensitivity of the relative yield to the natural decline on the three infestation levels. Three
infestation levels are displayed vertically, and the natural decline and final (year 2050) relative yield values are
displayed on the right side of the corresponding infestation level.

From a modeling perspective, the results in figure 11 can be explained by the slower initial build-up
of virulence in a low natural decline situation with high initial nematode densities. The densitydependent ‘allele frequency change’ slows the development of virulence in the first years after
introduction of a cultivar when initial nematode densities are high. From a biological perspective this
can be explained by the recessive nature of virulence: in initial high population density situations,
the chance to mate with a non-virulent individual is high, slowing down the spread of the virulence
through the population.

3.3.5 Field homogeneity test
For simplification purposes, the assumption has been made that the fields in the Veenkoloniën are
infested in three levels (stratified), see section 3.1.1. This assumption introduces errors in the
nematode model, as in reality the nematode populations are continuously distributed across a
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range, centered around infestation foci (Been & Schomaker, 1996). To gain insight into this error, an
average infestation focus has been created according to the bivariate normal distribution that was
found using high-density sampling of PCN-infested fields (Been & Schomaker, 1996). Fields with
multiple infestation foci have also been simulated, to analyze the error across different types of
infestation. The yield reduction caused by these foci will be analyzed in three resolutions: complete
heterogeneous, stratified in three levels, and complete homogeneous.
Figure 12 displays a visual representation of the heterogeneous field. The homogeneous field is not
represented in this figure, as it has one average nematode density in the whole field, resulting in a
flat plane. The stratified field is also not represented in this figure, but can be visualized by three
squares of different hights per field. This is the approach taken when creating the model simulations.
The calculations of the relative yield and the detailed makeup of the fields can be found in appendix
8.

LLE/gram
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Figure 12: nematode densities in LLE/gram in a field of one hectare, consisting of 400 cells of 5mx5m. top figure
presents a comparison of a single infestation with a field average of 4 LLE/gram. bottom subfigure presents a
triple infestation, with a field average of 12 LLE/gram. The distributions are heterogeneous and have a
continuous range of nematodes densities (0-200 LLE/gram).
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The relative yield on field level for the heterogeneous, stratified, and homogeneous fields are
displayed in figure 13. Several mean nematode densities on a logarithmic scale have been tested for
the three distribution resolutions. The stratified field behaves very similarly to the heterogeneous
field, with only a minimal negative bias (table 4). In both the single and triple infested fields, under
different mean nematode densities, the stratified approach only slightly underestimates the relative
yield, compared to the heterogeneous approach. The small negative bias indicates that the approach
of stratifying the nematode densities in 3 levels is appropriate, and the error introduced by this
simplification is minimal on the field scale.
The homogeneous field however shows large differences compared to the heterogeneous and
stratified fields. The dynamics are straightforward to interpret when considering the role of the
threshold, T. As stated in equation 7, no damage occurs below the threshold T, in this case, 2
LLE/gram. This corresponds to the first part of the homogeneous graph, showing 100% relative yield
below a 2 LLE/gram field average. After the average density rises above 2 LLE/gram, the relative
yield dips below the relative yield of the other two approaches. This part of the graph can be
explained by the saturating curve of the yield-nematode density equation 7. The first nematodes do
the most damage, while a rise from 199 to 200 nematodes make little difference. Due to the average
level in the whole field in the homogeneous approach, more damage is done by the same amount of
nematodes.
The difference between the fields with 3 infestation foci compared to the fields with one can also be
explained by the saturating curve of equation 7. With the same average nematode densities, the
field with 3 infestation foci has more cells infested with a smaller amount of nematodes, leading to
more damage per nematode. With the homogeneous approach, there is no difference between the
single and 3x infested field. This is logical because the spatial distribution is ignored in this approach
and only the field average is used to calculate the relative yield.
As an additional check, the final relative yield of a 33%-33%-33% percentile split of nematode
concentrations was calculated for the year 2006 (a year with an average nematode density of 1.85
LLE/gram). The resulting relative yield (0,976) was comparable to the completely heterogeneous
relative yield calculated from the 1.85 LLE/gram average (see Figure 13). The details of this
additional test, can be found in Appendix 8.
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Figure 13: the field level relative yield under a range of nematode densities. Three approaches
(heterogeneous, stratified, and homogeneous) and two types of infestation(one or 3 infestation foci
per field) are plotted. Note the logarithmic scale on the x-axis. The triangles present the approach
that was taken in the final model.

Table 4: The bias of the homogeneous and stratified approach compared to the heterogeneous
calculation of the relative yield.
min
avg
max
Homogeneous 42,9% 16,2%
Stratified
-3,5% -1,8%

2,5%
-0,6%

3.4 Model behavior analysis
After testing, the nematode model was used to run several scenarios, to gain insight into the
behavior of the nematode model. In the discussion the nematode model is integrated into the
Schütz(2020) model, to put the results in the farming system context.

3.4.1 Business as usual
In the business-as-usual scenario, the nematode model simulates the nematode dynamics and
relative yield from 2017-2050, without mitigation measures. In this scenario, some damage occurs in
the first years, due to nematode density build-up before 2000. The resistant cultivar that is
introduced in 2000 is still effective, and the nematode density declines in the first decade to below
the damage threshold (figure 14). During this decline, however, the virulence of the nematode
population is building up. Around 2014 the nematode population density starts increasing again
because the increasing virulence results in a replication rate that is above the natural decline rate. In
2014 the nematode density is still very low, and the nematode density needs to increase for some
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years before the damage threshold is passed again. Due to the logistic nature of the nematode
density increase from 2014 onwards, damage to the potato yield occurs already in 2020. If no
mitigation measures are taken, the nematode density and yield reduction will continue to increase
until about 2040. Around this year the relative yield starts to plateau at 70% of the relative yield.
This stabilization is partly due to closing in on the minimum plant weight m. The relative yield cannot
fall below this level, due to equation (7). Besides this, as also indicated in section 3.3.5, equation 7
dictates that additional PCN have a marginal effect on the relative yield at high PCN densities. The
intraspecific competition between the PCN also stabilizes the relative yield at some point, as it slows
down nematode density increase when nematode densities are high (equation 3, Figure 14, right).

Figure 14: The development of the relative yield(left), and the nematodes population density under the
Veenkoloniën rotation(right), the year 2000-2050 under the business as usual scenario.

3.4.2 Different rotations
Three scenarios are displayed in figure 15 shows the effect of different potato frequencies on the
nematode population dynamics from 2017-2050. For these scenario’s it is assumed that the whole
Veenkoloniën farming system changes its rotation in the year 2017.
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Figure 15: relative yield of the Veenkoloniën as a result of switching to a 1:2, 1:3, or 1:4 rotation in the whole
farming system in 2017. The relative yield per rotation is a weighted average of the low, medium, and high
infestation levels.

The 3 rotations in figure 15 are initialized with the nematode densities and virulence levels of the
business-as-usual scenario in 2017. A switch in rotation results in both a change in the final minimum
relative yield (2050) and in the time until significant damage occurs(>5% yield reduction). In the 1:3
rotation it occurs around 2027, and when switched to a 1:4 rotation significant damage doesn’t
occur until 2040. If a complete 1:2 rotation is practiced, more than 5% relative yield damage occurs
as early as 2021. A complete 1:2 rotation after 2017 does not differ much from the business-asusual scenario of figure 14 (left), which is logical, as the business as usual scenario consists of 80%1:2
and 20% 1:3.
Development of virulence in different rotations
The difference in relative yield under different rotations can partly be explained by the development
of virulence( Figure 16). As can be seen in figure 16, there is a lag in the development of virulence in
the medium and high infestation levels. This is the result of the density-dependent allele frequency
effect (see section 3.2.4.4). After the introduction of the new cultivar in 2000, the Pi is initially high in
comparison with M. During these high nematode densities, virulent individuals have no ‘space’ to
replicate due to intraspecific competition. Besides that, initially, nematodes present produce allmale offspring since it is not possible for non-virulent nematodes to reproduce females on a
resistant host. This high concentration of non-virulent male nematodes makes will mate with the
few virulent females present, making it difficult for the virulent individuals to pass their recessive
virulence genes to the next generation. In the low infestation level, this ‘space’ is already present, so
no lag occurs.
After this lag period, the virulence increases fast in the medium infestation and even faster in the
high infestation level. The virulence increases faster in these higher infestation levels because the
selection speed is higher in these infestation levels (see 3.3.3). A reason for the faster development
of virulence under higher infestation levels could be that there are more nematodes to select from.
If a similar percentage of nematodes is virulent in a low and high infested field, the high infested
field has more virulent nematodes in absolute terms. This makes it more likely that virulent-virulent
mating occurs, and thus that the virulence spreads in the population. However, in highly infested
fields also more non-virulent males could mate the virulent females, reducing this effect.
The effect of the rotation on the increase of virulence is also shown in figure 16. This part of the
figure illustrates that a 1:2 rotation causes a faster increase of virulence. Interestingly the peak of
the development of virulence occurs before the nematode population starts increasing (figure 14).
The reason for this is that the nematode density in figure 14 does not distinguish between virulent
and non-virulent individuals. In the period between 2009 and 2016 in figure 14 it seems like no
population density growth occurs. The virulent population is growing in fact, and the non-virulent
population is decreasing, resulting in a change in the fraction of virulent individuals, but little net
change in LLE/gram soil.
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figure 16: the development of the virulence factor from 2000-2050, under three rotations per infestation level
(low, medium and high). Note: different y-axis scale on the bottom left part op the figure (high infestation). The
average increase of virulence across the infestation levels is displayed bottom right.

3.4.3 Nematicides
Nematicides scenarios are complex to construct because of the broad range of nematicides and their
effects, and the development of rules and regulations concerning nematicide use. Two groups of
nematicides exist (1) contact nematicides: these kill nematodes upon contact and therefore directly
reduce the population density, and (2) nematistatics: these chemicals immobilize nematodes for
varying time periods (Schomaker & Been, 2006). A scenario with contact nematicides is created, to
gain insight into the potential effects of nematicides on the Veenkoloniën farming system.
Contact nematicides are applied before the potato growing season, and directly reduce the number
of viable eggs in the soil(Schomaker & Been, 2006). Therefore the effect of contact nematicides can
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be included in the nematode module as a decline in Pi. The reduction of the population density is
dependent on the effectivity, dosage, and application method of the respective nematicide. Contact
nematicide application is restricted to once in 5 years per field, and some other context-dependent
restrictions (Molendijk, 2018). The most extreme form of contact nematicides are agents that are
used to inundate fields, reducing the LLE by up to 95% (Molendijk, 2018). The natural decline also
causes a decrease in the nematode densities. In the nematicide scenario, a reduction of 75% is used
to simulate the effect of natural decline combined with nematicide application.
In the nematode model, one field per rotation is always used to grow potatoes. Nematicide
application in the model thus must thus be applied in multiple years, as nematicides are applied
before the potato year. This means that nematicide application takes place once in two years for
the 1:2, three years for the 1:3, and 4 years for the 1:4 rotation, as in the model the rotations consist
of respectively 2, 3, and 4 fields. The effects of nematicides are therefore less pronounced in figure
17, as one field is treated and the others not, averaging the effect of nematicides over all fields.
Interesting is that nematicides cause a short period of higher relative yields, but the trajectory of the
relative yield function is barely changed. This can be explained by the fact that nematicides do not
affect the virulence of a PCN population. The population density quickly bounces back, because the a
and M are still increasing because of the virulence increase.

Figure 17: nematicide scenario of a one-time 75% decline per field, reduction starting in 2025. The relative yield
(left) and the nematode densities(right) as result of nematicide treatment.

3.4.4 Introduction of a new cultivar
The nematode model assumes continuous cultivation of the cultivar ‘Seresta’. With nematode
pressure and yield reduction increasing, the incentive to produce a new resistant cultivar increases
as well. Resistance for G. pallida is only partial, and therefore, the amount and quality of resistance
genes introduced in the new cultivar determine the degree of resistance to G. pallida. In this
scenario, the assumption is made that the newly introduced resistant cultivar has the same
effectivity of the cultivar ‘Seresta’. In the nematode model, this is implemented as the removal of
the build-up of virulence (virulence=1 when a cultivar is introduced). The cultivar is introduced at the
beginning of the growing season in year 2025 in this scenario.
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Figure 18: the effect of introduction of resistant
cultivar at 2025 on the relative yield with two levels of
tolerance: T=2 (A) and T=4 (E)(see title of respective
figures). Graph B displays the nematode densities
under introduction of a new cultivar in 2025. Graph D
shows the combined effect of a new cultivar
introduced in 2025 and nematicide treatment on
nematode densities. Graph C shows the effect of a
new cultivar in 2025 combined with nematicide
treatment in 2025.

It is important to note that a resistant cultivar is not resistant to nematode damage, it only limits the
ability for PCN to replicate on its roots. As visible in figure 18, the introduction of a new resistant
cultivar does not immediately result in an increase in yield. The large build up of nematodes until
2026 keeps causing yield losses until the nematode population has declined to acceptable levels,
about a decade after the introduction of the new cultivar. To decrease the damage to a newly
introduced cultivar, the introduction of the cultivar can be combined with nematicide application.
This additional measure has little effect, however, as is shown in the bottom right of figure 17. The
adding of nematicides results in a steeper drop of nematode densities, but the population recovers
even more quickly. This quick recovery is due to the absence of non-virulent mates after the
combined treatment, so the allele frequency effect does not slow down the development of
virulence.
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At the bottom of figure 18, the introduction of a cultivar with an elevated T (2 LLE/gram →
4LLE/gram) has been simulated. The recovery of relative yield is faster; however the effect is limited.
The nematode dynamics are not affected by T, hence the nematode dynamics graph is not included
in figure 18.

4 Discussion
This study used a modeling approach to gain insight into the potato cyst nematode dynamics in the
Veenkoloniën. The three research questions and objectives were addressed during the iterative
construction of a conceptual model, the formation of a quantified SFM, and by simulation of various
scenarios using these models. The results give insight into the effects of increasing virulence under
different rotations, and what this means for the continuation of starch potato cultivation in the
Veenkoloniën. The results, the relation with literature, and the broader context of the nematode
model will be discussed in the first section. The limitations and caveats of the model are discussed in
the second section.
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4.1 Exploration of the nematode model
As will be elaborated in section 4.2, the nematode model has limited validity as a farming level
model, due to the simplifications and assumptions that were made. The nematode model created in
this study can however be used to gain insight into the effect of virulence on the field scale and on
the farming level scale. Although the model has its limitations, some evident patterns emerge during
the simulation of nematode and virulence dynamics under different rotations and interventions.

4.1.1 nematode dynamics and virulence
The inclusion of the virulence model has extreme effects on the nematode dynamics. The increase of
a and M, which is the result of virulence increase, causes a logistic growth of the number of
nematodes, which is difficult to mitigate. The nematode model shows that a potato intensive
rotation increases the risk of yield reduction by nematodes strongly. First, a high potato frequency
causes selection events to occur frequently, resulting in a higher increase in virulence. Then, the
increase in virulence elevates the replication rate and maximum population density, allowing the
population to grow rapidly in years when potato is cultivated. Finally, the short rotation allows the
nematode population density to grow rapidly, due to reproduction events following each other
shortly, with only limited time for natural decline in between.
The strong effect the rotations have on the development of virulence is visible in figure 16. Although
the effect of virulence on the nematode dynamics is strong in the nematode model, it is similar to
comparable models in the literature. A study modeling the virulence of G. pallida (Schouten, 1993)
suggests that the resistance of a partially resistant cultivar is reduced to that of a fully susceptible
cultivar in 6 potato years. In addition to this, a rule of thumb is suggested by Whitehead (Whitehead,
1991) that states that a new source of host resistance will last approximately 6 generations. These
numbers are comparable to the time it takes in the nematode model until the population density
increase exceeds the natural decline, which is about 14 years (see Figure 14). 14 years in the
Veenkoloniën rotation is roughly 7 potato years, so the nematode model underestimates the
increase in virulence slightly when compared to the mentioned literature.

4.1.2 Interventions and strategies mitigation measures
As indicated in the CLD, increasing nematode densities causes balancing mechanisms to kick in.
Mitigation measures are taken to prevent yield reduction, such as the use of nematicides and the
introduction of new cultivars. Long-term strategies can also be taken, such as decreasing the potato
fraction, or taking phytosanitary measures. Several mitigation scenarios have been illustrated in
section 3.4, and these are discussed in this section.
The dynamics of monitoring were not considered when creating these scenarios. In reality farmers
do not know the nematode concentrations in their fields, leading to a delay in the balancing
mechanism. The fact that nematode densities in the field may already be very large when visible
damage is observed makes it difficult to respond on time (clarified in appendix 10). Proactive and
frequent monitoring can be done, but it is costly. Proactive monitoring is also costly because highdensity sampling is needed to find emerging infestation foci (Been & Schomaker, 1996)
Introduction of resistant cultivars
An effective method to control PCN is to develop cultivars with complete and lasting
resistance(Gartner et al., 2021; Molendijk, 2018). Only partial resistance to G. pallida exists, and the
level of replication G pallida can reach is dependent on the amount and effectivity of the resistance
genes present in the cultivar. In figure 17 the introduction of a cultivar with similar resistance as
cultivar ‘Seresta’ is simulated, thereby reducing the a and M to the initial values. Cultivars with fewer
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resistance genes, or with resistance genes that were previously used in the target area (and where
selection for this resistance gene already occurred) can reduce the a and M to a lesser extend
(Beniers et al., 2019). Figure 17 illustrates that a new variety with a higher T prevents some damage
from nematodes. This is however not a large effect, and the focus should thus remain on developing
cultivars with effective PCN resistance.
To prevent yield reduction, new resistant cultivars should be introduced before the resistance of the
old cultivar is fully broken and high densities are reached. Seen as resistant cultivars prevent
replication of nematodes, but not damage from nematodes. It is important to prevent yield
reduction after the introduction of a new cultivar, as seeding material of new cultivars is costly,
leaving farmers in a vulnerable financial position.
The speed of the introduction of improved starch potato cultivars also depends on the future
developments in plant breeding policies in the EU (Callaway, 2018). If GMO breeding techniques are
allowed in the new policy, it could speed up the development of cultivars. Novel breeding
techniques, such as hybrid potato breeding can also speed up the introduction of new resistant
cultivars on the market. A key player influencing the speed of introduction in the case study area of
the Veenkoloniën is the breeding branch of the starch potato processor AVEBE. The company, called
Averis, is a 100% subsidiary of AVEBE, breeds starch potatoes for members of AVEBE and for export.
Averis has multiple breeding programs, for example for drought resistance, Phytophthora resistance,
and higher starch content, explicitly mentioned in the annual reports of AVEBE. Breeding for PCN
resistance was not mentioned in any annual reports from 2017-2020. A hypothesis for this lack of
attention for the PCN problem is that for the past 15 years, PCN were hardly a problem, so little
attention was needed. A sense of urgency is needed when yield reduction must be prevented and
taking into account that a cultivar needs a few years from development to field implementation.

nematicides
Before the introduction of resistant cultivars problems with PCN also occurred in the Veenkoloniën.
The default strategy was to apply excessive amounts of nematicides to keep the PCN population at
manageable densities. In the 1980’s 60% of the total volume of pesticides used in the Netherlands
were soil disinfectants to manage PCN (Been & Schomaker, 1996). Due to rules and regulations,
nematicide use is restricted and expected to continue to be further restricted (Molendijk, 2018). This
restricts the potential use of nematicides and chemical inundation as a mitigation measure.
Figure 17 shows the effect of a one-time reduction of 75% of the nematode density in the
Veenkoloniën, which is in accordance with the average effect of a full-field dose nematicides found
in literature combined with natural decline(Been, 2014). The effect of the nematicide treatment is
limited: nematode densities quickly bounce back due to high replication rate which was a result of
the build-up of virulence. The currently allowed interval for full-field application of nematicides is
once in 5 years (Molendijk, 2018), which is not frequent enough to manage a virulent population in
the nematode model. Higher efficiency of nematicides can be reached by spot spraying: using highdensity sampling techniques to determine the exact place of infestation foci, and subsequently
applying nematicides to these spots. The role of nematicides is limited, however: directly reducing
the number of nematodes is not effective, if the virulence is not controlled.
More drastic measures such as full-field inundation can be taken, where up to 95% reduction of the
nematode population takes place (Overbeek & Runia, 2014). This can result in a few damage-free
years, but as the virulence is not controlled, the remaining PCN will be able to reproduce rapidly.
With a high proportion of virulent nematodes and a small population, the allele frequency effect and
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the intraspecific competition are limited. This results in a very fast recovery of the population after
inundation/nematicide applications.
Decreasing the potato fraction
Decreasing the potato fraction is an effective measure to prevent yield reduction caused by
nematodes, as visible in figure 15. Wider rotations result in a longer period of high relative yields
after the introduction of a cultivar, and in a high final relative yield(year 2050). Decreasing the
potato fraction decreases the nematode pressure twofold: first: less selection events take place, and
therefore the virulence develops slower, which is clearly visible in Figure 16. Secondly, there is more
time for natural decline in between the potato years, leading to lower nematode densities. An
obvious downside of decreasing the potato fraction is that fewer potatoes are produced. However,
the margins on the potatoes would be higher when potatoes are grown, as less yield reduction by
nematodes takes place.
The natural decline values in years 2 and 3 after potatoes are quite low when compared to literature
(Been et al., 2019). As a result, the nematode model could underestimate the effect of a decreased
potato fraction. The effect could thus be even larger, due to the strong role the natural decline plays
in this mitigation measure. Decreasing the potato fraction could also reduce the pressure of other
(soil-bound) diseases, increasing the relative yield under wider rotations more. These effects are
however not considered in the nematode model. In reality, the benefits for soil health, and thus
potato yield are potentially larger than indicated in the model.
Finally, resistant varieties are an effective measure against PCN. It is likely however that in a
situation with inadequate phytosanitary regulations, tight rotations, and long-term potato
cultivation the resistance will eventually be broken again. There is only a limited number of
resistance genes that have the potential to be introduced in a new cultivar, so these resistance
genes have to be used in a durable manner(Beniers et al., 2019). Widening rotations is a more
durable mitigation method, as it slows down the development of virulence. Resistant cultivars thus
stay resistant for longer under a wider rotation, making the combination of measures part of an
effective mitigation strategy.

4.1.3 The nematode model in the Veenkoloniën farming system context
The nematode model focuses on the biophysical aspect of nematode dynamics and is mostly valid on
a field level scale. The nematode model is less accurate on the farming system scale because of the
lack of crucial farming system scale components such as the spread of nematodes between fields.
The results of the model can however be used to explore what effects the development of virulence
can have on the Veenkoloniën farming system. To assess the effects of emerging virulence in its
social-economical context, the system dynamics model by Schütz (2020) is used. As stated in section
1.3, Schütz included a ‘nematode pressure’ component in her model (see Figure 19), which consists
of a certain static yield reduction by nematodes. This static yield reduction is replaced by the output
of the nematode model, which is the relative yield over time with virulence taken into account. To
provide insight into the structure of the Veenkoloniën farming system, and what role nematode
pressure plays, the CLD of the Schütz model is shown.
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Figure 19, adopted from Schütz (2020): causal loop diagram of the dynamics between starch potato producers
and starch potato processor AVEBE

Two reinforcing feedbacks are visible in Figure 19, R1 that maintains starch potato cultivation for
AVEBE (R1), and R2 that gives farmers a good potato price. If however pressure from challenges,
such as nematodes, becomes too big, these virtuous cycles can turn into a vicious cycle. If AVEBE’s
reserves are depleted, there cannot be an increased potato price for farmers. This potentially causes
farmers to go bankrupt and stop farming, which in turn reduces the potato supply to AVEBE resulting
in lower margins and bankruptcy of AVEBE. The bankruptcy of AVEBE results in no more price
premiums for starch potatoes, making starch potato farming unprofitable, and forcing farmers to
stop starch potato cultivation.
Schütz identified a threshold for the Veenkoloniën farming system decline when 5% yield reduction
occurs for some years. The decline of the farming system also depends on the reserves built up by
AVEBE, however, these reserves are likely low due to the extreme droughts and the following bad
potato year in 2018. If the business as usual scenario is used as input for the nematode pressure of
the Schütz model, it becomes clear that the Veenkoloniën farming system is likely to shift to a less
desirable state if no mitigation measures are taken.
To illustrate the Veenkoloniën farming system decline in the business as usual scenario, the farmer
income is displayed in figure 20. This figure is an output of the Schütz model and should be
interpreted with the dynamics between potato producers and AVEBE in mind (figure 20). All other
challenges were excluded from the Schütz model to create figure 20. As seen in the figure the
decline of the farming system is rapid under the business as usual scenario, and the system collapses
around 2025. This is according to the threshold of system decline posed by Schütz, when a 5% yield
reduction occurs. As visible in figure 14, a relative yield of <95% starts occurring at around 20202021 in the nematode model under the business as usual scenario.
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Figure 20: farm income under the business-as-usual scenario of the nematode model, as computed by the
systems dynamic model by Schütz (2020).

Mitigation measures and strategies are therefore key to the maintenance of the Veenkoloniën
farming system. Not all mitigation options are economically viable within the current farming
system, however. Widening the rotation is an effective measure to keep nematode densities at
acceptable levels, but starch potato is also the most profitable crop in the rotation. Farmers
indicated in participatory research by Paas et al (2020) that they need to cultivate potato in a 1:2
rotation to stay profitable. This corresponds to the other threshold Schütz (2020) identified: 44.5%
starch potato in the rotation is needed to maintain the Veenkoloniën farming system.
It should be kept in mind that the nematode model has limited validity on the farming system scale
level. Nevertheless, by putting the nematode model in its contexts, insight is gained on the potential
effects of emerging virulence on the Veenkoloniën farming system. The general lessons that can be
distilled from the nematode model and the nematode model in its contexts are discussed in the next
section.

4.1.4 lessons for other potato farming systems
The best solution is preventing the initial introduction of PCN altogether, using appropriate
phytosanitary sanctions (Vos, 1992). This lesson is of limited value, however, as PCN already have
been introduced in most potato farming systems. It is also important to maintain strict phytosanitary
sanctions in infested areas, as the import of new virulent PCN can increase the virulence of a
population rapidly (EFSA, 2012). By indicating the potential yield losses and economic damage
caused by PCN a sense of urgency has to be created, that forces strict regulation and a quarantine
status of PCN.
Mitigation measures directly affecting the nematode densities such as nematicides are less effective.
Intuitively it is a straightforward measure to take, however, the effect is minimal. The focus should
instead be on slowing down the increase of virulence. This can be done by the introduction of new
cultivars or adapting less potato-intensive rotations. To prevent yield reduction, these measures
should be taken before a large population of PCN is established. This in turn can be achieved by early
detection of virulent nematodes, for which frequent and high density monitoring should be
implemented. Intensive monitoring can be costly, but it potentially prevents severe yield reductions
in the whole farming system. It is possible to limit the spread of PCN in an early stage, as indicated
by a case study in Idaho (Contina et al., 2019)
Potato farming systems should be vigilant from becoming too dependent on potatoes. The
Veenkoloniën farming system is in a precarious situation: it is under a pressure to produce more
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starch potatoes, while the yield is declining due to nematode pressure and other factors such as
droughts. This situation is described in the literature as a lock-in trap (Walker et al., 2004). This lockin makes it difficult for the system to transform or adapt, illustrated by the inability to decrease the
potato frequency to reduce the nematode pressure. The best solution to the lock-in trap is to
prevent falling in it in the first place.
Specific recommendations are hard to make because the local conditions can make large differences
in nematode dynamics. There are for example large differences between the natural decline in sandy
and clayey soils (Been et al., 2019). Nevertheless, some general lessons can be distilled: prevention is
the best, monitoring is crucial to apply mitigation measures on time, and measures slowing down
the increase of virulence are the most effective if an infestation is present. Decreasing the potato
fraction is also a measure to prevent the lock-in trap, as crop diversity makes farm income more
diverse, which makes it less dependent on one particular income source.

4.2 Model caveats, uncertainties, and points for improvement
In this section, the model caveats are discussed and points for improvement are identified. The
application of the nematode model is limited because of the assumptions and simplifications that
were made during the development of the model. Uncertainties in the calibration and equations are
also discussed, to provide transparency about the reliability of the nematode model.

4.2.1 Model caveats and limitations
Spatial distribution & homogeneity
To summarize, the assumptions of homogeneity and the lack of spatial distribution in the nematode
model are a source of inaccuracies. The spread of populations between fields is not considered, and
differences in infestation distributions and virulence levels within these distributions are also not
considered. This limits the application of the nematode model at the farming system scale, as the
influence of the spread of virulent populations, and the subsequent heterogeneous development of
virulence plays a significant role on the farming system scale. Besides this, inaccuracies are
introduced when field-level averages are used for relative yield calculations. Stratification is however
an effective adaption to decrease this inaccuracy which makes the nematode model valid as a fieldscale model.
The assumption of a homogeneous population at field level scale results in inaccuracies because the
relationship between relative yield and nematode density (7) is not linear but logistic. This results in
an overestimation of damage in situations with high nematode densities, and an underestimation of
damage in situations with low nematode densities. The underestimation of damage under low
densities is influenced by the parameter T, which acts as a damage threshold. In situations with low
nematode densities, the average nematode density in the Veenkoloniën often falls under the
damage threshold. In reality, however, there are points in infestation foci where the damage
threshold is exceeded, and thus where yield reduction takes place. A quantitative example of the
error introduced by the homogeneity assumption is shown in Figure 13. The error is mostly
compensated for by the by stratification of infestation grades in 3 levels.
Figure 13 also shows the effect of the number of infestation foci on the relative yield (3x or 1x
infestation foci). As seen in the figure, the 3x and 1x infestations result in different relative yields for
the same average concentration of nematodes. The amount of infestation foci thus affects the
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relative yield, causing the assumption of homogeneity to potentially introduce inaccuracies on the
aspect of number of infestation foci as well, even with the stratified approach.
The spread of virulent nematodes between fields is crucial for the development of virulence on a
farming system scale. The origin of virulent nematodes lies in south America, where potato seed
material was first imported from. The nematode infestations today are a result of the passive
distribution of nematodes that followed after the import from south America(EFSA, 2012). In the
nematode model, it is assumed that in the year 2000 the same amount of nematodes with the same
amount of virulence are present in every field. In reality the amount of nematodes and level of
virulence varies per field as a result of phytosanitary regulations, historical environmental conditions
such as wind and drought, and other factors that affect the passive distribution of nematodes. To
illustrate: some fields might contain a lot of virulent nematodes because years ago a dust storm
introduced PCN from a field containing virulent nematodes. Fields used in rearing potato seeding
material have almost no PCN infestations, as these fields are closely monitored, and maintain strict
phytosanitary regulations.
Founder effects potentially play a role as well: a small population of virulent PCN introduced in a
‘clean’ field, can quickly create a population with virulent properties. Because the points described
above are not included in the nematode model, its validity on the farming system scale is limited.
A point of improvement would be to include heterogeneity and spatial distribution of nematodes on
a higher resolution. Inclusion of model functions that allow the spread and inflow of virulent
nematodes in the system would improve the model validity on a farming system scale. If this
function is combined with a higher resolution for the spatial distribution, the development of
virulence can also be simulated in a heterogeneous manner. For insight into the heterogeneous
development of virulence in a field, and in how foci develop over time, studies are needed that
implement high-density sampling techniques over a longer time period. This research is costly, but it
can build on the foundation of available research and models on high-density sampling and
detection chances (Been, 2014).
Mitigation measures
Due to the lack of spatial distribution in the nematode model, mitigation measures that affect the
spread of PCN, like phytosanitary measures, cannot be explored using model simulations. This is a
limitation, as phytosanitary practices have potentially large effects on relative yield in a region: strict
phytosanitary regulations prevent fields from becoming infected with (virulent) PCN in the first
place. Mitigation measures that prevent other forms of PCN spread control, like cover crops to
prevent spread via wind, would also be interesting to explore in an improved version of the
nematode model.
One nematicide scenario is included in the nematode model. The chemical management of
nematodes is broad, however, and a range of products, dosages, and application styles are
practiced. A scenario for contact nematicides is included in the mitigation scenarios, but products
that stun the nematodes (nematistatics) are not considered in the scenarios. A possibility for
including this popular mitigation method in the nematode model is included in appendix 13.
Environmental effects
The environmental effects on the nematode dynamics are considered constant in this study, while in
reality they vary strongly year to year. In literature, environmental effects like heat or drought have
been proven to affect nematode dynamics (Kaczmarek, 2014). Other research also showed that
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temperature and soil moisture affect hatching rates (Duceppe et al., 2017). It would be interesting to
include these climate effects on nematodes, as multiple nematode (and potato yield) influencing
factors could interact, leading to unexpected dynamics. Interaction with other pests and diseases
like phytophthora could also result in interesting effects on potato yield. The purpose of the
nematode model is however to gain insight in the effect of virulence on relative yields in
field/farming system scale. Adding potential interactions and environmental effects is outside the
scope of this study.
The exclusion of potato storage (as described in 3.1.1) may lead to underestimation of the
development of virulence. Because potatoes left in the field create essentially a repeated rearing
situation, the increase in virulence may be underestimated in fields where significant potato storage
occurs. The amount of potato storage is strongly dependent on management, and will thus vary field
to field. An option on including the effect of potato storage is already included in the nematode
model, however, the effect is excluded, as further elaboration is needed.

4.2.2 Uncertainty in calibration and parameters
4.2.2.1 Uncertainty in calibration process and data
TBM takes a very limited number of samples per hectare, mixes the samples per hectare, and
measures the nematode density of the mixed sample (BO akkerbouw, 2017). Due to the low
sampling density, infestation foci can easily be missed, resulting in inaccuracies. The quality of the
calibration data is therefore low. Nonetheless, 750 fields were sampled by TBM which raises the
statistical power to an acceptable level. Wageningen University and Research also described the
TBM monitoring as appropriate for finding infested fields in the Veenkoloniën (BO akkerbouw,
2017). The mixed sampling approach of TBM does not allow for the inclusion of spatial distribution
on a field scale, as the samples per hectare are homogenized. Unfortunately, TBM did not disclose
the raw data, so Figure 3, published by TBM, was used to infer the nematode densities (see appendix
6). During this inference, inaccuracies might have been introduced.
The availability of data was also quite limited: only the period of 2000-2017 was available. It would
benefit the accuracy of the model if the years 2017-2021 are also included in further versions, as the
calibration parameter selection speed has a large impact on the nematode dynamics. The data of
few more years where nematode levels are rising would increase the quality of the calibration of this
parameter.
The data derived from TBM was split into three percentiles (see appendix 6 and section 3.3.3). Three
levels were chosen to balance the complexity of the nematode model, and the accuracy of the
relative yield calculations. The field homogeneity test showed that this stratification did not
introduce many inaccuracies when compared to a completely heterogeneous field with one
infestation focus. Figure 13 however also shows however that if multiple infestation foci occur in a
field, the inaccuracies introduced by the stratification can be somewhat larger. Resolving this issue
could be done by simulating the nematode densities in a higher resolution, with a continuous range
of infestation levels. The additional test done in 3.3.5 shows that the choice for three equal
percentiles (details in appendix 8, stratification proportion sheet), resulted in relative yield
comparable to that of the heterogeneous field calculations in figure 13. The optimum of the
stratification proportion was not further refined, but in further research, other stratification
proportions such as 25%-50%-25%(low middle high) can be explored to find the optimum.
Another comment on the calibration procedure concerns the scale level of the TBM data and the
final model. The data used for calibration is data on the farming system level, while the nematode
model is more useful at the field level scale. Besides this, the effect of mitigation measures that are
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practiced on the farms where the measurements are taken is contained in this calibration data. In
the period from 2000 until 2015 it is expected that few mitigation measures were practiced
however, taking into account the effectiveness of the new cultivars and the low nematode densities.
Ideally, the calibration data would be on the scale level of the model, with the least amount of
mitigation methods performed on the measured fields.

4.2.2.2 Uncertainty in parameter values
Natural decline
The natural decline values in the field found by Been (2019) differed from the natural decline values
inferred from the TBM data. The choice was made to use lower natural decline values in order to
increase the fit of the high infested field with the TBM data. Still, some errors remained, however.
Besides differences in cultivar properties between the research of Been, and the average
Veenkoloniën cultivar, other factors could be the reason behind this discrepancy. An important
factor is a difference in scale level: the natural decline numbers observed by Been are on field level
scale, and the natural decline numbers inferred from the TBM data are on the farming system scale.
In the farming system as a whole (level of TBM data), there are no years where potato is not grown.
The natural decline thus cannot be inferred from densities before and after a potato year from TBM
data. Instead, the natural decline is inferred from the decline across years, which is a combination of
natural decline, decline due to cultivar resistance, and mitigation measures taken during 2000-2017
in the fields that were measured by TBM. If the nematode model is used as a field-level model for
local applications, field-level natural decline values as measured by Been (2019) are more suitable
than inference from farming system level data.
Another key point is that ‘Seresta’ is a very resistant cultivar, with a relative susceptibility of 1%.
Important is to note that the lower natural decline value derived from TBM data in comparison with
field observations (see Table 3)(Been et al., 2019), could be a result of this. The reason behind this is
that if less resistant cultivars are also grown in 2000-2017, the average replication rate will be higher
than in purely ‘Seresta’ cultivation, resulting in a lower actual natural decline rate.
Nematode and virulence parameters
The start replication rate and maximum population density values are reasonably certain. The
parameters are based on the list of cultivar specifications published by the Dutch food authorities
(NVWA, 2021). The NVWA derives the cultivar properties from pot experiments with a ‘standard
population’ of nematodes. This standard population is selected to be an average population, but
differences can occur with the average nematodes present in the Veenkoloniën (in the year 2000).
There is however some uncertainty in the maximum level of virulence. In the nematode model, it is
assumed that at maximum virulence the potato cultivar behaves as a fully susceptible cultivar (a=50,
M=200). In literature it has been suggested that the development of virulence could lead to a loss in
fitness (Alizon et al., 2009), as is more often the case with adapting pests. Adaption to the plant
resistance could come with virulence costs, leading to a lower actual max virulence. In experiments
by Fournet et al. (2016) however, virulent lineages of G. pallida were even more fit on the
susceptible host than their avirulent counterparts. Taking this empirical proof into account, it is
reasonable to take the maximum values for a and M that are equal to a fully susceptible cultivar,
when max virulence is reached.
Plant specific parameters
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The plant-specific parameter z is quite certain, a value of 0.95 is mostly used in similar research
(Schomaker & Been, 2006). A graphical representation of the z value is available in appendix 9 to
provide more insight. The parameter ‘m’ is due to its dependence on environmental conditions
relatively uncertain. ’m’ mainly plays a role in situations where the minimum plant weight is
approached. In reality, the minimum plant weight is not likely to be approached, as mitigation
measures strive to keep relative yields well above 50%. Small inaccuracies in the m parameter are
therefore acceptable. T is specific to the cultivar, and a value of 2 is reasonable (Schomaker & Been,
2006).

4.2.3 Uncertainty in model equations & structure
Hierarchical levels of equations
Some complications regarding the differences in scale levels in calibration data, nematode model
validity, and assumptions have been discussed in sections 4.1.1 and 4.1.2. The issues of knowledge
across scale levels also play an important role in the equations and structure that form the backbone
of the nematode model.
The equations for the increase/decrease of nematode densities and the nematode density-yield
relationship are adapted from research by Seinhorst, Been, and Schomaker (Been et al., 2006;
Schomaker & Been, 2006; Seinhorst, 1987; Seinhorst et al., 1995). The equations were constructed
based on field-scale empiric evidence. The use of these equations in a field-scale model is therefore
valid. To improve the validity on the farming system scale, these equations need to be extended to
allow the external inflow of nematodes (through passive distribution). The equation for virulence
that was developed for this nematode model also lacks between-field dynamics. This addition is
important for the validity of the virulence equation on a field scale, as a virulent nematode traveling
from one field to another could have large effects on the population dynamics of the receiving field.
Virulence component
The communication of the virulence module to the rest of the model is via an effect on a and M. The
virulence factor stock causes a simultaneous increase of a and M, until the maximum virulence is
reached, and a and M approach values are comparable to a susceptible cultivar. This mechanism was
confirmed to be valid by an expert (Leender Molendijk, 2021; personal communication).
The virulence equation also has few real-world equivalent parameters, resulting in parameters that
mostly have the unit ‘factor’. Unit analysis of this equation is therefore of limited value. The
development of virulence over time can however be compared to literature. Research on virulence
development of PCN has been done in repeated rearing experiments. In these repeated rearing
experiments, continuous cultivation of potato is practiced, and the virulence level of the PCN
population is analyzed. Most of the repeated rearing experiments found in the literature were
performed in pots, and one in a field trial. All models and experiments in literature used repeated
rearing, it is thus not possible to compare the development of a 1:2 rotation in the nematode model
with literature. A reason for this could be that these experiments already take years and virulence
experiments in a 1:2 rotation would take double this time. The dynamics in the nematode model are
therefore compared to literature in potato years: a 14 year 1:2 rotation would for example be 6
potato years.
No field scale nematode dynamic models have been found in the literature that included virulence,
but the dynamics of the virulence in the nematode model were similar to that of a model describing
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virulence based on selection by Schouten (Schouten, 1993). The dynamics of virulence of repeated
rearing studies found in the literature were also similar to that of the nematode model, counted in
potato years. The nematode model however underestimates the development of virulence slightly in
comparison with the following experiments. Beniers et al. (1995) found that in a field-scale
experiment that in field plots, 8 years of continuous cultivation with cv. ‘Darwina’ increased the
relative susceptibility from 8.5% to 30% under infestation with G. pallida (Beniers, 1995). In the first
16 years (assuming 1:2 rotation) in the nematode model the relative susceptibility increases from 1%
to 8% (increase of replication rate, a, from 0.5 to 4). Later experiments of Beniers et al (2019) found
a rate of increase of 61 fold the initial replication rate when doing a repeated rearing pot experiment
for 4 generations, using an inoculum of mixed G. pallida pathotype 2 and 3. In comparable repeated
rearing studies on G. pallida a virulence increase from 10% to 75% in 4-6 generations(S. J. Turner &
Fleming, 2002) and from 5% to 40-60% in 6-8 generations (Fournet et al., 2016) were found.
There is however a lot of variation in these repeated rearing experiments, and there are some
discrepancies when comparing the rate of virulence development in repeated rearing pot
experiments to the field situation such as in the nematode model. In repeated rearing experiments
of Berniers (2019) and Turner (2002) the cysts that were formed in the old pot were transformed to
the new pot. Because only virulent individuals can produce cysts, a sort of extreme selection
experiment is created by transferring only the formed cysts to a new pot (Leender Molendijk, 2021;
personal communication). Because no ‘old’ and less virulent nematodes are present to slow down
the increase in the virulent fraction of nematodes. This can be the reason that the increase in
virulence in these experiments is faster than the increase in virulence in the nematode model. In the
nematode model, the effect of non-virulent mating partners on the spread of virulence through the
population is included as the ‘allele frequency change’(see section 3.2.4.4). Another comment to add
to this is that in pot experiments the pots are completely rooted, as opposed to 70% in the field
situation. Cysts may therefore stay in the soil longer in the field, and only be exposed to roots in a
few years later. These less virulent cysts (as they missed a few selection events) could then mate
with virulent individuals at a later time, adding to the allele frequency effect.
These experiments by Turner, Fournet, and Beniers can be used to estimate how quickly the
virulence can develop in field scale. It needs to be considered that an overestimation of this
development is likely, as a result of the methods used in pot experiments, and the scale differences.
All in all the development of virulence is in line with the models and experiments in the literature. In
future research, the use of long-time field studies on the development of virulence would be optimal
as a comparison. Few of these studies exist, however, due to the costs and time necessary.
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5 Conclusion
The inclusion of virulence in the nematode model has an extreme effect on the nematode
population dynamics. Each year potato is grown, selection for virulent nematodes occurs, and
therefore the replication rate and maximum population density rise. Potato intensive rotations
cause virulence to increase rapidly. Besides a fast increase in virulence, there is also limited time for
natural decline in these rotations, leading to a fast increase of nematodes as well. This eventually
results in a nematode population with a high replication rate, that grows quickly. Large, virulent
nematode populations significantly reduce the potato yields, and are difficult to mitigate.
To effectively mitigate a virulent nematode infestation, the focus must be on virulence. Measures
that directly affect the number of nematodes such as nematicides are not very effective. Besides
this, the use of chemical compounds in pest management is increasingly limited by rules and
regulations. An effective measure is for example the introduction of a new resistant cultivar. If little
to no virulence genes are present in the target area, new resistant cultivars can reduce the a and M
of a nematode population, and thereby reduce the nematode densities. However, this reduction
does not last forever. It is likely that some nematodes in the population possess virulence genes,
which spread through the population during potato cultivation. A potato-intensive rotation will
therefore result in a virulent population again after some time. Another effective mitigation measure
is to decrease the potato fraction, this results in a slower increase of virulence and a higher final
relative yield. A combination of measures is needed to prevent significant damage in the
Veenkoloniën.
When the nematode model is placed in the context of the Veenkoloniën by integrating it in the
Schütz(2020) model, it becomes clear that not all mitigation measures are feasible. Potato frequency
cannot significantly drop, due to the farmer's reliance on the potato profits and the processor's
dependence on a high starch potato supply. This lock-in situation limits mostly limits the mitigation
options to the introduction of a new cultivar. This cultivar needs to be introduced in the recent
future if yield reduction is to be prevented. Simulations with the nematode model show that in a
business-as-usual scenario, more than a 5% yield reduction is expected from 2020 onwards. A
threshold for farming system decline is determined to be around 5% (Schütz 2020), indicating that
this system is operating very close to a critical threshold and that virulent nematodes can push it
over the tipping point.
Important farming system processes that play a role in the development of virulence are not
included in the nematode model. To increase the usefulness of the model at the farming system
scale, improvements can be sought by: 1) modeling at a higher spatial resolution, 2) including
spreading of nematodes between fields, and 3) the simulation of more heterogeneous PCN
populations. Despite these caveats, the nematode model gives insight into the population dynamics
of virulent PCN at field and farming system scales.
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7 Appendix
1: note: only the business as usual model is included, us the other scenarios used a slightly adapted version from this
model. This model is also included as attachment as: appendix 1_business as usual
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(fraction_soil_rooted*(relative_yield[rotation14]/100)*(maximu
m_population_density[rotation14]*(1-EXP((increase_LLE_1 reproduction_rate[rotation14]*LLE_in_soil_1:4[1])/(fraction_so
:4[1]
il_rooted*maximum_population_density[rotation14])))LLE_in_soil_1:4[1])+nematodes_in_unrooted_soil[rotation14])*
(IF swich_1:4 = 1 THEN 0 ELSE 1)
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(fraction_soil_rooted*(relative_yield[rotation14]/100)*(maximu
m_population_density[rotation14]*(1-EXP((increase_LLE_1 reproduction_rate[rotation14]*LLE_in_soil_1:4[2])/(fraction_so
:4[2]
il_rooted*maximum_population_density[rotation14])))LLE_in_soil_1:4[2])+nematodes_in_unrooted_soil[rotation14])*
(IF DELAY (swich_1:4; 1; 1) = 1 THEN 0 ELSE 1)
(fraction_soil_rooted*(relative_yield[rotation14]/100)*(maximu
m_population_density[rotation14]*(1-EXP((increase_LLE_1 reproduction_rate[rotation14]*LLE_in_soil_1:4[3])/(fraction_so
:4[3]
il_rooted*maximum_population_density[rotation14])))LLE_in_soil_1:4[3])+nematodes_in_unrooted_soil[rotation14])*
(IF DELAY (swich_1:4; 2; 1) = 1 THEN 0 ELSE 1)
(fraction_soil_rooted*(relative_yield[rotation14]/100)*(maximu
m_population_density[rotation14]*(1-EXP((increase_LLE_1 reproduction_rate[rotation14]*LLE_in_soil_1:4[4])/(fraction_so
:4[4]
il_rooted*maximum_population_density[rotation14])))LLE_in_soil_1:4[4])+nematodes_in_unrooted_soil[rotation14])*
(IF DELAY (swich_1:4; 3; 1) = 1 THEN 0 ELSE 1)
(selection_speed*potato_frequency[rotation12]*allele_frequenc
increase_virulen
y_change[rotation12]+storage_frequency[rotation12])*(1ce[rotation12]
virulence_factor[rotation12]/maximum_virulence)
(selection_speed*potato_frequency[rotation13]*allele_frequenc
increase_virulen
y_change[rotation13]+storage_frequency[rotation13])*(1ce[rotation13]
virulence_factor[rotation13]/maximum_virulence)
(selection_speed*potato_frequency[rotation14]*allele_frequenc
increase_virulen
y_change[rotation14]+storage_frequency[rotation14])*(1ce[rotation14]
virulence_factor[rotation14]/maximum_virulence)
OUTFL
natural_decline_
OW
natural_decline[year1]*cosinus_switch_1:2*LLE_in_soil_1:2[1]
LLE_1:2[1]
PRIORI
TY: 1
natural_decline_ natural_decline[year1]*(1LLE_1:2[2]
cosinus_switch_1:2)*LLE_in_soil_1:2[2]
IF DELAY (cosinus_switch_1:3; 1; 1) = 0 THEN
natural_decline_ natural_decline[year1]*LLE_in_soil_1:3[1] ELSE IF DELAY
LLE_1:3[1]
(cosinus_switch_1:3; 2; 1) = 0 THEN natural_decline[year2]*
LLE_in_soil_1:3[1] ELSE 0

OUTFL
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IF DELAY (cosinus_switch_1:3; 2; 1) = 0 THEN
natural_decline_ natural_decline[year1]*LLE_in_soil_1:3[2] ELSE IF
LLE_1:3[2]
cosinus_switch_1:3 = 0 THEN natural_decline[year2]*
LLE_in_soil_1:3[2] ELSE 0
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IF cosinus_switch_1:3 = 0 THEN
natural_decline_ natural_decline[year1]*LLE_in_soil_1:3[3] ELSE IF DELAY
LLE_1:3[3]
(cosinus_switch_1:3; 1; 1) = 0 THEN natural_decline[year2]*
LLE_in_soil_1:3[3] ELSE 0
IF DELAY (swich_1:4; 1; 1) = 0 THEN
natural_decline[year1]*LLE_in_soil_1:4[1] ELSE IF DELAY
natural_decline_ (swich_1:4; 2; 1) = 0 THEN
LLE_1:4[1]
natural_decline[year2]*LLE_in_soil_1:4[1] ELSE IF DELAY
(swich_1:4; 3; 1)= 0 THEN
natural_decline[year3]*LLE_in_soil_1:4[1] ELSE 0

OUTFL
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IF DELAY (swich_1:4; 2; 1) = 0 THEN
natural_decline[year1]*LLE_in_soil_1:4[2] ELSE IF DELAY
natural_decline_ (swich_1:4; 3; 1) = 0 THEN
LLE_1:4[2]
natural_decline[year2]*LLE_in_soil_1:4[2] ELSE IF
swich_1:4= 0 THEN
natural_decline[year3]*LLE_in_soil_1:4[2] ELSE 0
IF DELAY (swich_1:4; 3; 1) = 0 THEN
natural_decline[year1]*LLE_in_soil_1:4[3] ELSE IF swich_1:4
natural_decline_
= 0 THEN natural_decline[year2]*LLE_in_soil_1:4[3] ELSE IF
LLE_1:4[3]
DELAY (swich_1:4; 1; 1) =0 THEN
natural_decline[year3]*LLE_in_soil_1:4[3] ELSE 0
IF swich_1:4=0 THEN
natural_decline[year1]*LLE_in_soil_1:4[4] ELSE IF DELAY
natural_decline_ (swich_1:4; 1; 1) =0 THEN
LLE_1:4[4]
natural_decline[year2]*LLE_in_soil_1:4[4] ELSE IF DELAY
(swich_1:4; 2; 1) =0 THEN
natural_decline[year3]*LLE_in_soil_1:4[4] ELSE 0
allele_frequency 1_change[rotatio (LLE_begin_potato_season_1:2/maximum_population_density[r
n12]
otation12])
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allele_frequency 1_change[rotatio (LLE_begin_potato_season_1:3/maximum_population_density[r
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otation14])
cosinus_switch_
(IF (COSWAVE(1; 2)) > 0 THEN 0 ELSE 1)
1:2
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cosinus_switch_
(IF (COSWAVE(1; 3)) > 0 THEN 0 ELSE 1)
1:3
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7,1250285), (6,00, 5,38502154), (7,00, 4,86001944), (8,00,
2,38500954), (9,00, 1,2000048), (10,00, 1,71000684), (11,00,
1,41000564), (12,00, 1,6500066), (13,00, 1,5750063), (14,00,
3,36001344), (15,00, 3,27001308), (16,00, 3,40501362), (17,00,
5,22002088)
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initial_maximu
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LLE_begin_pot
ato_season_1:2

(IF TIME MOD 2=0 THEN LLE_in_soil_1:2[2] ELSE IF
(TIME+1) MOD 2 =0 THEN LLE_in_soil_1:2[1] ELSE 0)
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(IF TIME MOD 3=0 THEN LLE_in_soil_1:3[3] ELSE IF
(TIME+1) MOD 3 =0 THEN LLE_in_soil_1:3[2] ELSE IF
(TIME+2) MOD 3=0 THEN LLE_in_soil_1:3[1] ELSE 0)
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LLE_begin_pot
ato_season_1:4

(IF TIME MOD 4=0 THEN LLE_in_soil_1:4[4] ELSE IF
(TIME+1) MOD 4 =0 THEN LLE_in_soil_1:4[3] ELSE IF
(TIME+2) MOD 4=0 THEN LLE_in_soil_1:4[2] ELSE IF
(TIME +3) MOD 4 = 0 THEN LLE_in_soil_1:4[1] ELSE 0 )
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LLE_end_potat
o_season_1:2

(IF TIME MOD 2=1 THEN LLE_in_soil_1:2[2] ELSE IF
(TIME+1) MOD 2 =1 THEN LLE_in_soil_1:2[1] ELSE 0)
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LLE_end_potat
o_season_1:3

(IF TIME MOD 3=1 THEN LLE_in_soil_1:3[3] ELSE IF
(TIME+1) MOD 3 =1 THEN LLE_in_soil_1:3[2] ELSE IF
(TIME+2) MOD 3=1 THEN LLE_in_soil_1:3[1] ELSE 0)
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otation14]
maximum_virul
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1
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weight

1
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natural_decline[
0,45
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1

natural_decline[
0,2
year2]
natural_decline[
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year3]
nematicide_1:2

0
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0
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((1-reduction_food_source[rotation13])*(1nematodes_in_u
natural_decline[year1])*(IF TIME MOD 2=0 THEN
nrooted_soil[rot
LLE_in_soil_1:2[2] ELSE IF (TIME+1) MOD 2 =0 THEN
ation12]
LLE_in_soil_1:2[1] ELSE 0))*1
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((1-reduction_food_source[rotation13])*(1nematodes_in_u natural_decline[year1])*(IF TIME MOD 3=0 THEN
nrooted_soil[rot LLE_in_soil_1:3[3] ELSE IF (TIME+1) MOD 3 =0 THEN
ation13]
LLE_in_soil_1:3[2] ELSE IF (TIME+2) MOD 3=0 THEN
LLE_in_soil_1:3[1] ELSE 0))*1
((1-reduction_food_source[rotation14])*(1natural_decline[year1])*(IF TIME MOD 4=0 THEN
nematodes_in_u
LLE_in_soil_1:4[4] ELSE IF (TIME+1) MOD 4 =0 THEN
nrooted_soil[rot
LLE_in_soil_1:4[3] ELSE IF (TIME+2) MOD 4=0 THEN
ation14]
LLE_in_soil_1:4[2] ELSE IF (TIME +3) MOD 4 = 0 THEN
LLE_in_soil_1:4[1] ELSE 0))*1
new_resistance_
0
gene_introduced

1/ye
ar

plant_ability_to
_withstand_nem 0,95
atode_damage

1

potato_frequenc
0,5
y[rotation12]

1/ye
ar

potato_frequenc
0,333
y[rotation13]
potato_frequenc
0,25
y[rotation14]
potato_storage

0

reduction_food_
source[rotation1 fraction_soil_rooted*(relative_yield[rotation12]/100)
2]

1
1

reduction_food_
source[rotation1 fraction_soil_rooted*(relative_yield[rotation13]/100)
3]
reduction_food_
source[rotation1 fraction_soil_rooted*(relative_yield[rotation14]/100)
4]
(IF (IF TIME MOD 2=0 THEN LLE_in_soil_1:2[2] ELSE IF
(TIME+1) MOD 2 =0 THEN LLE_in_soil_1:2[1] ELSE
0)<LLE_theshold_for_damage_to_plant THEN 1 ELSE
relative_yield[ro minimal_plant_weight+(1tation12]
minimal_plant_weight)*plant_ability_to_withstand_nematode_d
amage^((IF TIME MOD 2=0 THEN LLE_in_soil_1:2[2] ELSE
IF (TIME+1) MOD 2 =0 THEN LLE_in_soil_1:2[1] ELSE 0)LLE_theshold_for_damage_to_plant))*100

1

(IF (IF TIME MOD 3=0 THEN LLE_in_soil_1:3[3] ELSE IF
(TIME+1) MOD 3 =0 THEN LLE_in_soil_1:3[2] ELSE IF
(TIME+2) MOD 3=0 THEN LLE_in_soil_1:3[1] ELSE
0)<LLE_theshold_for_damage_to_plant THEN 1 ELSE
relative_yield[ro minimal_plant_weight+(1tation13]
minimal_plant_weight)*plant_ability_to_withstand_nematode_d
amage^((IF TIME MOD 3=0 THEN LLE_in_soil_1:3[3] ELSE
IF (TIME+1) MOD 3 =0 THEN LLE_in_soil_1:3[2] ELSE IF
(TIME+2) MOD 3=0 THEN LLE_in_soil_1:3[1] ELSE 0)LLE_theshold_for_damage_to_plant))*100
relative_yield[ro (IF (IF TIME MOD 4=0 THEN LLE_in_soil_1:4[4] ELSE IF
tation14]
(TIME+1) MOD 4 =0 THEN LLE_in_soil_1:4[3] ELSE IF
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(TIME+2) MOD 4=0 THEN LLE_in_soil_1:4[2] ELSE IF
(TIME +3) MOD 4 = 0 THEN LLE_in_soil_1:4[1] ELSE 0
)<LLE_theshold_for_damage_to_plant THEN 1 ELSE
minimal_plant_weight+(1minimal_plant_weight)*plant_ability_to_withstand_nematode_d
amage^((IF TIME MOD 4=0 THEN LLE_in_soil_1:4[4] ELSE
IF (TIME+1) MOD 4 =0 THEN LLE_in_soil_1:4[3] ELSE IF
(TIME+2) MOD 4=0 THEN LLE_in_soil_1:4[2] ELSE IF
(TIME +3) MOD 4 = 0 THEN LLE_in_soil_1:4[1] ELSE 0 )LLE_theshold_for_damage_to_plant))*100
reproduction_rat
initial_reproduction_rate*virulence_factor[rotation12]
e[rotation12]
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ar

reproduction_rat
initial_reproduction_rate*virulence_factor[rotation13]
e[rotation13]
reproduction_rat
initial_reproduction_rate*virulence_factor[rotation14]
e[rotation14]
selection_speed

4,15

1

storage_frequen
potato_storage/0,5
cy[rotation12]

1

storage_frequen
potato_storage/0,333
cy[rotation13]
storage_frequen
potato_storage/0,25
cy[rotation14]
swich_1:4

IF TIME = 1 THEN 0 ELSE (IF DELAY (SINWAVE(1; 4); 3;
0) > 0,5 THEN 0 ELSE 1)

1

Yield_reducing_
factor_Veenkolo 0,8*relative_yield[rotation12]+0,2*relative_yield[rotation13]
nien

1

low:

LLE_in_soil_1:
2[1](t)

LLE_in_soil_1:2[1](t - dt) + (increase_LLE_1:2[1] natural_decline_LLE_1:2[1] decline_LLE_by_nematicides_1:2[1]) * dt
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LLE_in_soil_1:
2[2](t)

LLE_in_soil_1:2[2](t - dt) + (increase_LLE_1:2[2] natural_decline_LLE_1:2[2] decline_LLE_by_nematicides_1:2[2]) * dt

INIT
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_soil_1:
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0,63

LLE_in_soil_1:3[1](t - dt) + (increase_LLE_1:3[1] natural_decline_LLE_1:3[1] decline_LLE_by_nematicides_1:3[1]) * dt

INIT
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am
0,63*0,
55*0,8

LLE_in_soil_1:3[2](t - dt) + (increase_LLE_1:3[2] natural_decline_LLE_1:3[2] decline_LLE_by_nematicides_1:3[2]) * dt

INIT
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55

LLE_in_soil_1:
3[1](t)

LLE_in_soil_1:
3[2](t)
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VE
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LLE_in_soil_1:3[3](t - dt) + (increase_LLE_1:3[3] natural_decline_LLE_1:3[3] decline_LLE_by_nematicides_1:3[3]) * dt

INIT
LLE_in
_soil_1:
3[3] =
0,63

LLE_in_soil_1:4[1](t - dt) + (increase_LLE_1:4[1] natural_decline_LLE_1:4[1] decline_LLE_by_nematicides_1:4[1]) * dt

INIT
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LLE_in_soil_1:4[2](t - dt) + (increase_LLE_1:4[2] natural_decline_LLE_1:4[2] decline_LLE_by_nematicides_1:4[2]) * dt

INIT
LLE_in
_soil_1:
4[2] =
0,63*0,
55*0,8

LLE_in_soil_1:
4[3](t)

LLE_in_soil_1:4[3](t - dt) + (increase_LLE_1:4[3] natural_decline_LLE_1:4[3] decline_LLE_by_nematicides_1:4[3]) * dt

INIT
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LLE_in_soil_1:
4[4](t)

LLE_in_soil_1:4[4](t - dt) + (increase_LLE_1:4[4] natural_decline_LLE_1:4[4] decline_LLE_by_nematicides_1:4[4]) * dt

INIT
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_soil_1:
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LLE_in_soil_1:
3[3](t)

LLE_in_soil_1:
4[1](t)

LLE_in_soil_1:
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virulence_factor[rotation12](t - dt) +
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(increase_virulence[rotation12] [rotation12](t)
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virulence_factor[rotation13](t - dt) +
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INIT
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virulence_factor[rotation14](t - dt) +
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(increase_virulence[rotation14] [rotation14](t)
decrease_virulence[rotation14]) * dt

INIT
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2[rotation50%]

OUTFL
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OUTFL
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UN
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(fraction_soil_rooted*(yield_reducing_factors[rotation12]/100)*
(maximum_population_density[rotation12]*(1-EXP((increase_LLE_1 reproduction_rate[rotation12]*LLE_in_soil_1:2[1])/(fraction_so
:2[1]
il_rooted*maximum_population_density[rotation12])))LLE_in_soil_1:2[1])+nematodes_in_unrooted_soil[rotation12])*
(IF (cosinus_switch_1:2) = 1 THEN 0 ELSE 1)
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UN
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UN
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4[rotation25%]

OUTFL
OW
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(fraction_soil_rooted*(yield_reducing_factors[rotation12]/100)*
(maximum_population_density[rotation12]*(1-EXP((increase_LLE_1 reproduction_rate[rotation12]*LLE_in_soil_1:2[2])/(fraction_so
:2[2]
il_rooted*maximum_population_density[rotation12])))LLE_in_soil_1:2[2])+nematodes_in_unrooted_soil[rotation12])*
(IF (cosinus_switch_1:2) = 1 THEN 1 ELSE 0)
(fraction_soil_rooted*(yield_reducing_factors[rotation13]/100)*
(maximum_population_density[rotation13]*(1-EXP((increase_LLE_1 reproduction_rate[rotation13]*LLE_in_soil_1:3[1])/(fraction_so
:3[1]
il_rooted*maximum_population_density[rotation13])))LLE_in_soil_1:3[1])+nematodes_in_unrooted_soil[rotation13])*
(IF cosinus_switch_1:3 = 1 THEN 0 ELSE 1)
(fraction_soil_rooted*(yield_reducing_factors[rotation13]/100)*
(maximum_population_density[rotation13]*(1-EXP((increase_LLE_1 reproduction_rate[rotation13]*LLE_in_soil_1:3[2])/(fraction_so
:3[2]
il_rooted*maximum_population_density[rotation13])))LLE_in_soil_1:3[2])+nematodes_in_unrooted_soil[rotation13])*
(IF DELAY (cosinus_switch_1:3; 1; 1) = 1 THEN 0 ELSE 1)
(fraction_soil_rooted*(yield_reducing_factors[rotation13]/100)*
(maximum_population_density[rotation13]*(1-EXP((increase_LLE_1 reproduction_rate[rotation13]*LLE_in_soil_1:3[3])/(fraction_so
:3[3]
il_rooted*maximum_population_density[rotation13])))LLE_in_soil_1:3[3])+nematodes_in_unrooted_soil[rotation13])*
(IF DELAY (cosinus_switch_1:3; 2; 1) = 1 THEN 0 ELSE 1)
(fraction_soil_rooted*(yield_reducing_factors[rotation14]/100)*
(maximum_population_density[rotation14]*(1-EXP((increase_LLE_1 reproduction_rate[rotation14]*LLE_in_soil_1:4[1])/(fraction_so
:4[1]
il_rooted*maximum_population_density[rotation14])))LLE_in_soil_1:4[1])+nematodes_in_unrooted_soil[rotation14])*
(IF swich_1:4 = 1 THEN 0 ELSE 1)
(fraction_soil_rooted*(yield_reducing_factors[rotation14]/100)*
(maximum_population_density[rotation14]*(1-EXP((increase_LLE_1 reproduction_rate[rotation14]*LLE_in_soil_1:4[2])/(fraction_so
:4[2]
il_rooted*maximum_population_density[rotation14])))LLE_in_soil_1:4[2])+nematodes_in_unrooted_soil[rotation14])*
(IF DELAY (swich_1:4; 1; 1) = 1 THEN 0 ELSE 1)
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reproduction_rate[rotation14]*LLE_in_soil_1:4[3])/(fraction_so
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LLE_in_soil_1:4[3])+nematodes_in_unrooted_soil[rotation14])*
(IF DELAY (swich_1:4; 2; 1) = 1 THEN 0 ELSE 1)
(fraction_soil_rooted*(yield_reducing_factors[rotation14]/100)*
(maximum_population_density[rotation14]*(1-EXP((increase_LLE_1 reproduction_rate[rotation14]*LLE_in_soil_1:4[4])/(fraction_so
:4[4]
il_rooted*maximum_population_density[rotation14])))LLE_in_soil_1:4[4])+nematodes_in_unrooted_soil[rotation14])*
(IF DELAY (swich_1:4; 3; 1) = 1 THEN 0 ELSE 1)
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virulence_factor[rotation12]/maximum_virulence)
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increase_virulen
y_change[rotation13]+storage_frequency[rotation13])*(1ce[rotation13]
virulence_factor[rotation13]/maximum_virulence)
(selection_speed*potato_frequency[rotation14]*allele_frequenc
increase_virulen
y_change[rotation14]+storage_frequency[rotation14])*(1ce[rotation14]
virulence_factor[rotation14]/maximum_virulence)
OUTFL
natural_decline_
OW
natural_decline[year1]*cosinus_switch_1:2*LLE_in_soil_1:2[1]
LLE_1:2[1]
PRIORI
TY: 1
natural_decline_ natural_decline[year1]*(1LLE_1:2[2]
cosinus_switch_1:2)*LLE_in_soil_1:2[2]
IF DELAY (cosinus_switch_1:3; 1; 1) = 0 THEN
natural_decline_ natural_decline[year1]*LLE_in_soil_1:3[1] ELSE IF DELAY
LLE_1:3[1]
(cosinus_switch_1:3; 2; 1) = 0 THEN natural_decline[year2]*
LLE_in_soil_1:3[1] ELSE 0
IF DELAY (cosinus_switch_1:3; 2; 1) = 0 THEN
natural_decline_ natural_decline[year1]*LLE_in_soil_1:3[2] ELSE IF
LLE_1:3[2]
cosinus_switch_1:3 = 0 THEN natural_decline[year2]*
LLE_in_soil_1:3[2] ELSE 0
IF cosinus_switch_1:3 = 0 THEN
natural_decline_ natural_decline[year1]*LLE_in_soil_1:3[3] ELSE IF DELAY
LLE_1:3[3]
(cosinus_switch_1:3; 1; 1) = 0 THEN natural_decline[year2]*
LLE_in_soil_1:3[3] ELSE 0
IF DELAY (swich_1:4; 1; 1) = 0 THEN
natural_decline[year1]*LLE_in_soil_1:4[1] ELSE IF DELAY
natural_decline_ (swich_1:4; 2; 1) = 0 THEN
LLE_1:4[1]
natural_decline[year2]*LLE_in_soil_1:4[1] ELSE IF DELAY
(swich_1:4; 3; 1)= 0 THEN
natural_decline[year3]*LLE_in_soil_1:4[1] ELSE 0
IF DELAY (swich_1:4; 2; 1) = 0 THEN
natural_decline[year1]*LLE_in_soil_1:4[2] ELSE IF DELAY
natural_decline_ (swich_1:4; 3; 1) = 0 THEN
LLE_1:4[2]
natural_decline[year2]*LLE_in_soil_1:4[2] ELSE IF
swich_1:4= 0 THEN
natural_decline[year3]*LLE_in_soil_1:4[2] ELSE 0
IF DELAY (swich_1:4; 3; 1) = 0 THEN
natural_decline[year1]*LLE_in_soil_1:4[3] ELSE IF swich_1:4
natural_decline_
= 0 THEN natural_decline[year2]*LLE_in_soil_1:4[3] ELSE IF
LLE_1:4[3]
DELAY (swich_1:4; 1; 1) =0 THEN
natural_decline[year3]*LLE_in_soil_1:4[3] ELSE 0
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IF swich_1:4=0 THEN
natural_decline[year1]*LLE_in_soil_1:4[4] ELSE IF DELAY
natural_decline_ (swich_1:4; 1; 1) =0 THEN
LLE_1:4[4]
natural_decline[year2]*LLE_in_soil_1:4[4] ELSE IF DELAY
(swich_1:4; 2; 1) =0 THEN
natural_decline[year3]*LLE_in_soil_1:4[4] ELSE 0
allele_frequency 1_change[rotatio (LLE_begin_potato_season_1:2/maximum_population_density[r
n12]
otation12])

1

allele_frequency 1_change[rotatio (LLE_begin_potato_season_1:3/maximum_population_density[r
n13]
otation13])
allele_frequency 1_change[rotatio (LLE_begin_potato_season_1:4/maximum_population_density[r
n14]
otation14])
cosinus_switch_
(IF (COSWAVE(1; 2)) > 0 THEN 0 ELSE 1)
1:2

1

cosinus_switch_
(IF (COSWAVE(1; 3)) > 0 THEN 0 ELSE 1)
1:3

1

fraction_soil_ro
0,7
oted

1

initial_maximu
m_population_d 2
ensity

LL
E/gr
am

initial_reproduct
0,3
ion_rate

1/ye
ar

LLE_begin_pot
ato_season_1:2

(IF TIME MOD 2=0 THEN LLE_in_soil_1:2[2] ELSE IF
(TIME+1) MOD 2 =0 THEN LLE_in_soil_1:2[1] ELSE 0)

LL
E/gr
am

LLE_begin_pot
ato_season_1:3

(IF TIME MOD 3=0 THEN LLE_in_soil_1:3[3] ELSE IF
(TIME+1) MOD 3 =0 THEN LLE_in_soil_1:3[2] ELSE IF
(TIME+2) MOD 3=0 THEN LLE_in_soil_1:3[1] ELSE 0)

LL
E/gr
am

LLE_begin_pot
ato_season_1:4

(IF TIME MOD 4=0 THEN LLE_in_soil_1:4[4] ELSE IF
(TIME+1) MOD 4 =0 THEN LLE_in_soil_1:4[3] ELSE IF
(TIME+2) MOD 4=0 THEN LLE_in_soil_1:4[2] ELSE IF
(TIME +3) MOD 4 = 0 THEN LLE_in_soil_1:4[1] ELSE 0 )

LL
E/gr
am

LLE_end_potat
o_season_1:2

(IF TIME MOD 2=1 THEN LLE_in_soil_1:2[2] ELSE IF
(TIME+1) MOD 2 =1 THEN LLE_in_soil_1:2[1] ELSE 0)

LL
E/gr
am

LLE_end_potat
o_season_1:3

(IF TIME MOD 3=1 THEN LLE_in_soil_1:3[3] ELSE IF
(TIME+1) MOD 3 =1 THEN LLE_in_soil_1:3[2] ELSE IF
(TIME+2) MOD 3=1 THEN LLE_in_soil_1:3[1] ELSE 0)

LL
E/gr
am

LLE_theshold_f
or_damage_to_p 2
lant

LL
E/gr
am

GRAPH(TIME) Points: (1,00, 0,63000252), (2,00,
0,399001596), (3,00, 0,297001188), (4,00, 0,279001116), (5,00,
low_33%_TBM 0,123000492), (6,00, 0,099000396), (7,00, 0,099000396), (8,00,
0,099000396), (9,00, 0,099000396), (10,00, 0,069000396),
(11,00, 0,059000396), (12,00, 0,045000396), (13,00,
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0,059000396), (14,00, 0,069000396), (15,00, 0,079000396),
(16,00, 0,089000396), (17,00, 0,099000396)
low_veenkoloni 0,8*LLE_end_potato_season_1:2+0,2*LLE_end_potato_season
en_simulation
_1:3

LL
E/gr
am

maximum_popu
initial_maximum_population_density*virulence_factor[rotation1
lation_density[r
2]
otation12]

LL
E/gr
am

maximum_popu
initial_maximum_population_density*virulence_factor[rotation1
lation_density[r
3]
otation13]
maximum_popu
initial_maximum_population_density*virulence_factor[rotation1
lation_density[r
4]
otation14]
maximum_virul
80
ence

1

minimal_plant_
weight

1

0,4

natural_decline[
0,45
year1]

1

natural_decline[
0,2
year2]
natural_decline[
0,2
year3]
nematicide_effe
0
ctivity

1/ye
ar

((1-reduction_food_source[rotation13])*(1nematodes_in_u
natural_decline[year1])*(IF TIME MOD 2=0 THEN
nrooted_soil[rot
LLE_in_soil_1:2[2] ELSE IF (TIME+1) MOD 2 =0 THEN
ation12]
LLE_in_soil_1:2[1] ELSE 0))*1

LL
E/gr
am

((1-reduction_food_source[rotation13])*(1nematodes_in_u natural_decline[year1])*(IF TIME MOD 3=0 THEN
nrooted_soil[rot LLE_in_soil_1:3[3] ELSE IF (TIME+1) MOD 3 =0 THEN
ation13]
LLE_in_soil_1:3[2] ELSE IF (TIME+2) MOD 3=0 THEN
LLE_in_soil_1:3[1] ELSE 0))*1
((1-reduction_food_source[rotation14])*(1natural_decline[year1])*(IF TIME MOD 4=0 THEN
nematodes_in_u
LLE_in_soil_1:4[4] ELSE IF (TIME+1) MOD 4 =0 THEN
nrooted_soil[rot
LLE_in_soil_1:4[3] ELSE IF (TIME+2) MOD 4=0 THEN
ation14]
LLE_in_soil_1:4[2] ELSE IF (TIME +3) MOD 4 = 0 THEN
LLE_in_soil_1:4[1] ELSE 0))*1
new_resistance_
0
gene_introduced

1/ye
ar

plant_ability_to
_withstand_nem 0,95
atode_damage

1

potato_frequenc
0,5
y[rotation12]

1/ye
ar

potato_frequenc
0,333
y[rotation13]
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potato_frequenc
0,25
y[rotation14]
potato_storage

0

reduction_food_
source[rotation1 fraction_soil_rooted*(yield_reducing_factors[rotation12]/100)
2]

1
1

reduction_food_
source[rotation1 fraction_soil_rooted*(yield_reducing_factors[rotation13]/100)
3]
reduction_food_
source[rotation1 fraction_soil_rooted*(yield_reducing_factors[rotation14]/100)
4]
reproduction_rat
initial_reproduction_rate*virulence_factor[rotation12]
e[rotation12]

1/ye
ar

reproduction_rat
initial_reproduction_rate*virulence_factor[rotation13]
e[rotation13]
reproduction_rat
initial_reproduction_rate*virulence_factor[rotation14]
e[rotation14]
selection_speed

0,61

storage_frequen
potato_storage/0,5
cy[rotation12]

1
1

storage_frequen
potato_storage/0,333
cy[rotation13]
storage_frequen
potato_storage/0,25
cy[rotation14]
swich_1:4

IF TIME = 1 THEN 0 ELSE (IF DELAY (SINWAVE(1; 4); 3;
0) > 0,5 THEN 0 ELSE 1)

1

Yield_reducing_
0,8*yield_reducing_factors[rotation12]+0,2*yield_reducing_fact
factor_Veenkolo
ors[rotation13]
nien

1

(IF (IF TIME MOD 2=0 THEN LLE_in_soil_1:2[2] ELSE IF
(TIME+1) MOD 2 =0 THEN LLE_in_soil_1:2[1] ELSE
0)<LLE_theshold_for_damage_to_plant THEN 1 ELSE
yield_reducing_
minimal_plant_weight+(1factors[rotation1
minimal_plant_weight)*plant_ability_to_withstand_nematode_d
2]
amage^((IF TIME MOD 2=0 THEN LLE_in_soil_1:2[2] ELSE
IF (TIME+1) MOD 2 =0 THEN LLE_in_soil_1:2[1] ELSE 0)LLE_theshold_for_damage_to_plant))*100

1

(IF (IF TIME MOD 3=0 THEN LLE_in_soil_1:3[3] ELSE IF
(TIME+1) MOD 3 =0 THEN LLE_in_soil_1:3[2] ELSE IF
(TIME+2) MOD 3=0 THEN LLE_in_soil_1:3[1] ELSE
0)<LLE_theshold_for_damage_to_plant THEN 1 ELSE
yield_reducing_
minimal_plant_weight+(1factors[rotation1
minimal_plant_weight)*plant_ability_to_withstand_nematode_d
3]
amage^((IF TIME MOD 3=0 THEN LLE_in_soil_1:3[3] ELSE
IF (TIME+1) MOD 3 =0 THEN LLE_in_soil_1:3[2] ELSE IF
(TIME+2) MOD 3=0 THEN LLE_in_soil_1:3[1] ELSE 0)LLE_theshold_for_damage_to_plant))*100
yield_reducing_ (IF (IF TIME MOD 4=0 THEN LLE_in_soil_1:4[4] ELSE IF
factors[rotation1 (TIME+1) MOD 4 =0 THEN LLE_in_soil_1:4[3] ELSE IF
4]
(TIME+2) MOD 4=0 THEN LLE_in_soil_1:4[2] ELSE IF
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(TIME +3) MOD 4 = 0 THEN LLE_in_soil_1:4[1] ELSE 0
)<LLE_theshold_for_damage_to_plant THEN 1 ELSE
minimal_plant_weight+(1minimal_plant_weight)*plant_ability_to_withstand_nematode_d
amage^((IF TIME MOD 4=0 THEN LLE_in_soil_1:4[4] ELSE
IF (TIME+1) MOD 4 =0 THEN LLE_in_soil_1:4[3] ELSE IF
(TIME+2) MOD 4=0 THEN LLE_in_soil_1:4[2] ELSE IF
(TIME +3) MOD 4 = 0 THEN LLE_in_soil_1:4[1] ELSE 0 )LLE_theshold_for_damage_to_plant))*100
middle:

LLE_in_soil_1:
2[1](t)

LLE_in_soil_1:2[1](t - dt) + (increase_LLE_1:2[1] natural_decline_LLE_1:2[1] decline_LLE_by_nematicides_1:2[1]) * dt

INIT
LLE_in LL
_soil_1: E/gr
2[1] = am
5*0,55

LLE_in_soil_1:
2[2](t)

LLE_in_soil_1:2[2](t - dt) + (increase_LLE_1:2[2] natural_decline_LLE_1:2[2] decline_LLE_by_nematicides_1:2[2]) * dt

INIT
LLE_in
_soil_1:
2[2] = 5

LLE_in_soil_1:
3[1](t)

LLE_in_soil_1:3[1](t - dt) + (increase_LLE_1:3[1] natural_decline_LLE_1:3[1] decline_LLE_by_nematicides_1:3[1]) * dt

INIT
LLE_in
LL
_soil_1:
E/gr
3[1] =
am
5*0,55*
0,8

LLE_in_soil_1:
3[2](t)

LLE_in_soil_1:3[2](t - dt) + (increase_LLE_1:3[2] natural_decline_LLE_1:3[2] decline_LLE_by_nematicides_1:3[2]) * dt

INIT
LLE_in
_soil_1:
3[2] =
5*0,55

LLE_in_soil_1:
3[3](t)

LLE_in_soil_1:3[3](t - dt) + (increase_LLE_1:3[3] natural_decline_LLE_1:3[3] decline_LLE_by_nematicides_1:3[3]) * dt

INIT
LLE_in
_soil_1:
3[3] = 5

LLE_in_soil_1:4[1](t - dt) + (increase_LLE_1:4[1] natural_decline_LLE_1:4[1] decline_LLE_by_nematicides_1:4[1]) * dt

INIT
LLE_in
LL
_soil_1:
E/gr
4[1] =
am
5*0,55*
0,8*0,8

LLE_in_soil_1:
4[2](t)

LLE_in_soil_1:4[2](t - dt) + (increase_LLE_1:4[2] natural_decline_LLE_1:4[2] decline_LLE_by_nematicides_1:4[2]) * dt

INIT
LLE_in
_soil_1:
4[2] =
5*0,55*
0,8

LLE_in_soil_1:
4[3](t)

LLE_in_soil_1:4[3](t - dt) + (increase_LLE_1:4[3] natural_decline_LLE_1:4[3] decline_LLE_by_nematicides_1:4[3]) * dt

INIT
LLE_in
_soil_1:
4[3] =
5*0,55

LLE_in_soil_1:
4[1](t)

NO
NNE
GA
TI
VE

NO
NNE
GA
TI
VE

NO
NNE
GA
TI
VE
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LLE_in_soil_1:
4[4](t)

LLE_in_soil_1:4[4](t - dt) + (increase_LLE_1:4[4] natural_decline_LLE_1:4[4] decline_LLE_by_nematicides_1:4[4]) * dt

INIT
LLE_in
_soil_1:
4[4] = 5

virulence_factor[rotation12](t - dt) +
virulence_factor
(increase_virulence[rotation12] [rotation12](t)
decrease_virulence[rotation12]) * dt

INIT
virulenc
e_factor
1
[rotatio
n12] =
1

NO
NNE
GA
TI
VE

virulence_factor[rotation13](t - dt) +
virulence_factor
(increase_virulence[rotation13] [rotation13](t)
decrease_virulence[rotation13]) * dt

INIT
virulenc
e_factor
[rotatio
n13] =
1

virulence_factor[rotation14](t - dt) +
virulence_factor
(increase_virulence[rotation14] [rotation14](t)
decrease_virulence[rotation14]) * dt

INIT
virulenc
e_factor
[rotatio
n14] =
1

decline_LLE_by
_nematicides_1: nematicide_effectivity*LLE_in_soil_1:2
2[rotation50%]

OUTFL
OW
PRIORI
TY: 2

LL
E/gr
am/
year

UN
IF
LO
W

decline_LLE_by
_nematicides_1: nematicide_effectivity*LLE_in_soil_1:3
3[rotation33%]

OUTFL
OW
PRIORI
TY: 2

LL
E/gr
am/
year

UN
IF
LO
W

decline_LLE_by
_nematicides_1: nematicide_effectivity*LLE_in_soil_1:4
4[rotation25%]

OUTFL
OW
PRIORI
TY: 2

LL
E/gr
am/
year

UN
IF
LO
W

decrease_virule
nce[treatmentfut (IF TIME=22 THEN new_resistance_gene_introduced ELSE 0)
ure]

1/ye
ar

UN
IF
LO
W

(fraction_soil_rooted*(yield_reducing_factors[rotation12]/100)*
(maximum_population_density[rotation12]*(1-EXP((increase_LLE_1 reproduction_rate[rotation12]*LLE_in_soil_1:2[1])/(fraction_so
:2[1]
il_rooted*maximum_population_density[rotation12])))LLE_in_soil_1:2[1])+nematodes_in_unrooted_soil[rotation12])*
(IF (cosinus_switch_1:2) = 1 THEN 0 ELSE 1)

LL
E/gr
am/
year

UN
IF
LO
W

LL
E/gr
am/
year

UN
IF
LO
W

(fraction_soil_rooted*(yield_reducing_factors[rotation12]/100)*
(maximum_population_density[rotation12]*(1-EXP((increase_LLE_1 reproduction_rate[rotation12]*LLE_in_soil_1:2[2])/(fraction_so
:2[2]
il_rooted*maximum_population_density[rotation12])))LLE_in_soil_1:2[2])+nematodes_in_unrooted_soil[rotation12])*
(IF (cosinus_switch_1:2) = 1 THEN 1 ELSE 0)
(fraction_soil_rooted*(yield_reducing_factors[rotation13]/100)*
increase_LLE_1 (maximum_population_density[rotation13]*(1-EXP((:3[1]
reproduction_rate[rotation13]*LLE_in_soil_1:3[1])/(fraction_so
il_rooted*maximum_population_density[rotation13])))-
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LLE_in_soil_1:3[1])+nematodes_in_unrooted_soil[rotation13])*
(IF cosinus_switch_1:3 = 1 THEN 0 ELSE 1)
(fraction_soil_rooted*(yield_reducing_factors[rotation13]/100)*
(maximum_population_density[rotation13]*(1-EXP((increase_LLE_1 reproduction_rate[rotation13]*LLE_in_soil_1:3[2])/(fraction_so
:3[2]
il_rooted*maximum_population_density[rotation13])))LLE_in_soil_1:3[2])+nematodes_in_unrooted_soil[rotation13])*
(IF DELAY (cosinus_switch_1:3; 1; 1) = 1 THEN 0 ELSE 1)
(fraction_soil_rooted*(yield_reducing_factors[rotation13]/100)*
(maximum_population_density[rotation13]*(1-EXP((increase_LLE_1 reproduction_rate[rotation13]*LLE_in_soil_1:3[3])/(fraction_so
:3[3]
il_rooted*maximum_population_density[rotation13])))LLE_in_soil_1:3[3])+nematodes_in_unrooted_soil[rotation13])*
(IF DELAY (cosinus_switch_1:3; 2; 1) = 1 THEN 0 ELSE 1)
(fraction_soil_rooted*(yield_reducing_factors[rotation14]/100)*
(maximum_population_density[rotation14]*(1-EXP((increase_LLE_1 reproduction_rate[rotation14]*LLE_in_soil_1:4[1])/(fraction_so
:4[1]
il_rooted*maximum_population_density[rotation14])))LLE_in_soil_1:4[1])+nematodes_in_unrooted_soil[rotation14])*
(IF swich_1:4 = 1 THEN 0 ELSE 1)

LL
E/gr
am/
year

UN
IF
LO
W

1/ye
ar

UN
IF
LO
W

LL
E/gr
am/
year

UN
IF
LO
W

(fraction_soil_rooted*(yield_reducing_factors[rotation14]/100)*
(maximum_population_density[rotation14]*(1-EXP((increase_LLE_1 reproduction_rate[rotation14]*LLE_in_soil_1:4[2])/(fraction_so
:4[2]
il_rooted*maximum_population_density[rotation14])))LLE_in_soil_1:4[2])+nematodes_in_unrooted_soil[rotation14])*
(IF DELAY (swich_1:4; 1; 1) = 1 THEN 0 ELSE 1)
(fraction_soil_rooted*(yield_reducing_factors[rotation14]/100)*
(maximum_population_density[rotation14]*(1-EXP((increase_LLE_1 reproduction_rate[rotation14]*LLE_in_soil_1:4[3])/(fraction_so
:4[3]
il_rooted*maximum_population_density[rotation14])))LLE_in_soil_1:4[3])+nematodes_in_unrooted_soil[rotation14])*
(IF DELAY (swich_1:4; 2; 1) = 1 THEN 0 ELSE 1)
(fraction_soil_rooted*(yield_reducing_factors[rotation14]/100)*
(maximum_population_density[rotation14]*(1-EXP((increase_LLE_1 reproduction_rate[rotation14]*LLE_in_soil_1:4[4])/(fraction_so
:4[4]
il_rooted*maximum_population_density[rotation14])))LLE_in_soil_1:4[4])+nematodes_in_unrooted_soil[rotation14])*
(IF DELAY (swich_1:4; 3; 1) = 1 THEN 0 ELSE 1)
(selection_speed*potato_frequency[rotation12]*allele_frequenc
increase_virulen
y_change[rotation12]+storage_frequency[rotation12])*(1ce[rotation12]
virulence_factor[rotation12]/maximum_virulence)
(selection_speed*potato_frequency[rotation13]*allele_frequenc
increase_virulen
y_change[rotation13]+storage_frequency[rotation13])*(1ce[rotation13]
virulence_factor[rotation13]/maximum_virulence)
(selection_speed*potato_frequency[rotation14]*allele_frequenc
increase_virulen
y_change[rotation14]+storage_frequency[rotation14])*(1ce[rotation14]
virulence_factor[rotation14]/maximum_virulence)
OUTFL
natural_decline_
OW
natural_decline[year1]*cosinus_switch_1:2*LLE_in_soil_1:2[1]
LLE_1:2[1]
PRIORI
TY: 1
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natural_decline_ natural_decline[year1]*(1LLE_1:2[2]
cosinus_switch_1:2)*LLE_in_soil_1:2[2]
IF DELAY (cosinus_switch_1:3; 1; 1) = 0 THEN
natural_decline_ natural_decline[year1]*LLE_in_soil_1:3[1] ELSE IF DELAY
LLE_1:3[1]
(cosinus_switch_1:3; 2; 1) = 0 THEN natural_decline[year2]*
LLE_in_soil_1:3[1] ELSE 0

OUTFL
OW
PRIORI
TY: 1

LL
E/gr
am/
year

UN
IF
LO
W

OUTFL
OW
PRIORI
TY: 1

LL
E/gr
am/
year

UN
IF
LO
W

IF DELAY (cosinus_switch_1:3; 2; 1) = 0 THEN
natural_decline_ natural_decline[year1]*LLE_in_soil_1:3[2] ELSE IF
LLE_1:3[2]
cosinus_switch_1:3 = 0 THEN natural_decline[year2]*
LLE_in_soil_1:3[2] ELSE 0
IF cosinus_switch_1:3 = 0 THEN
natural_decline_ natural_decline[year1]*LLE_in_soil_1:3[3] ELSE IF DELAY
LLE_1:3[3]
(cosinus_switch_1:3; 1; 1) = 0 THEN natural_decline[year2]*
LLE_in_soil_1:3[3] ELSE 0
IF DELAY (swich_1:4; 1; 1) = 0 THEN
natural_decline[year1]*LLE_in_soil_1:4[1] ELSE IF DELAY
natural_decline_ (swich_1:4; 2; 1) = 0 THEN
LLE_1:4[1]
natural_decline[year2]*LLE_in_soil_1:4[1] ELSE IF DELAY
(swich_1:4; 3; 1)= 0 THEN
natural_decline[year3]*LLE_in_soil_1:4[1] ELSE 0
IF DELAY (swich_1:4; 2; 1) = 0 THEN
natural_decline[year1]*LLE_in_soil_1:4[2] ELSE IF DELAY
natural_decline_ (swich_1:4; 3; 1) = 0 THEN
LLE_1:4[2]
natural_decline[year2]*LLE_in_soil_1:4[2] ELSE IF
swich_1:4= 0 THEN
natural_decline[year3]*LLE_in_soil_1:4[2] ELSE 0
IF DELAY (swich_1:4; 3; 1) = 0 THEN
natural_decline[year1]*LLE_in_soil_1:4[3] ELSE IF swich_1:4
natural_decline_
= 0 THEN natural_decline[year2]*LLE_in_soil_1:4[3] ELSE IF
LLE_1:4[3]
DELAY (swich_1:4; 1; 1) =0 THEN
natural_decline[year3]*LLE_in_soil_1:4[3] ELSE 0
IF swich_1:4=0 THEN
natural_decline[year1]*LLE_in_soil_1:4[4] ELSE IF DELAY
natural_decline_ (swich_1:4; 1; 1) =0 THEN
LLE_1:4[4]
natural_decline[year2]*LLE_in_soil_1:4[4] ELSE IF DELAY
(swich_1:4; 2; 1) =0 THEN
natural_decline[year3]*LLE_in_soil_1:4[4] ELSE 0
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otation12])
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allele_frequency 1_change[rotatio (LLE_begin_potato_season_1:4/maximum_population_density[r
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otation14])
cosinus_switch_
(IF (COSWAVE(1; 2)) > 0 THEN 0 ELSE 1)
1:2

1

cosinus_switch_
(IF (COSWAVE(1; 3)) > 0 THEN 0 ELSE 1)
1:3

1
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1
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(IF TIME MOD 2=0 THEN LLE_in_soil_1:2[2] ELSE IF
(TIME+1) MOD 2 =0 THEN LLE_in_soil_1:2[1] ELSE 0)
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(IF TIME MOD 3=0 THEN LLE_in_soil_1:3[3] ELSE IF
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(TIME+2) MOD 3=0 THEN LLE_in_soil_1:3[1] ELSE 0)
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(IF TIME MOD 4=0 THEN LLE_in_soil_1:4[4] ELSE IF
(TIME+1) MOD 4 =0 THEN LLE_in_soil_1:4[3] ELSE IF
(TIME+2) MOD 4=0 THEN LLE_in_soil_1:4[2] ELSE IF
(TIME +3) MOD 4 = 0 THEN LLE_in_soil_1:4[1] ELSE 0 )
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LLE_end_potat
o_season_1:2

(IF TIME MOD 2=1 THEN LLE_in_soil_1:2[2] ELSE IF
(TIME+1) MOD 2 =1 THEN LLE_in_soil_1:2[1] ELSE 0)
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am

LLE_end_potat
o_season_1:3

(IF TIME MOD 3=1 THEN LLE_in_soil_1:3[3] ELSE IF
(TIME+1) MOD 3 =1 THEN LLE_in_soil_1:3[2] ELSE IF
(TIME+2) MOD 3=1 THEN LLE_in_soil_1:3[1] ELSE 0)
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(6,00, 0,55500222), (7,00, 0,49500198), (8,00, 0,459001836),
(9,00, 0,28800115), (10,00, 0,339001356), (11,00, 0,3000012),
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natural_decline[
0,20
year3]
nematicide_effe
0
ctivity

1/ye
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((1-reduction_food_source[rotation13])*(1nematodes_in_u
natural_decline[year1])*(IF TIME MOD 2=0 THEN
nrooted_soil[rot
LLE_in_soil_1:2[2] ELSE IF (TIME+1) MOD 2 =0 THEN
ation12]
LLE_in_soil_1:2[1] ELSE 0))*1
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E/gr
am

((1-reduction_food_source[rotation13])*(1nematodes_in_u natural_decline[year1])*(IF TIME MOD 3=0 THEN
nrooted_soil[rot LLE_in_soil_1:3[3] ELSE IF (TIME+1) MOD 3 =0 THEN
ation13]
LLE_in_soil_1:3[2] ELSE IF (TIME+2) MOD 3=0 THEN
LLE_in_soil_1:3[1] ELSE 0))*1
((1-reduction_food_source[rotation14])*(1natural_decline[year1])*(IF TIME MOD 4=0 THEN
nematodes_in_u
LLE_in_soil_1:4[4] ELSE IF (TIME+1) MOD 4 =0 THEN
nrooted_soil[rot
LLE_in_soil_1:4[3] ELSE IF (TIME+2) MOD 4=0 THEN
ation14]
LLE_in_soil_1:4[2] ELSE IF (TIME +3) MOD 4 = 0 THEN
LLE_in_soil_1:4[1] ELSE 0))*1
new_resistance_
0
gene_introduced

1/ye
ar

plant_ability_to
_withstand_nem 0,95
atode_damage

1

potato_frequenc
0,5
y[rotation12]
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potato_frequenc
0,333
y[rotation13]
potato_frequenc
0,25
y[rotation14]
potato_storage

0

reduction_food_
source[rotation1 fraction_soil_rooted*(yield_reducing_factors[rotation12]/100)
2]

1
1

reduction_food_
source[rotation1 fraction_soil_rooted*(yield_reducing_factors[rotation13]/100)
3]
reduction_food_
source[rotation1 fraction_soil_rooted*(yield_reducing_factors[rotation14]/100)
4]
reproduction_rat
initial_reproduction_rate*virulence_factor[rotation12]
e[rotation12]

1/ye
ar

reproduction_rat
initial_reproduction_rate*virulence_factor[rotation13]
e[rotation13]
reproduction_rat
initial_reproduction_rate*virulence_factor[rotation14]
e[rotation14]
selection_speed

0,98

storage_frequen
potato_storage/0,5
cy[rotation12]

1
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storage_frequen
potato_storage/0,333
cy[rotation13]
storage_frequen
potato_storage/0,25
cy[rotation14]
IF TIME = 1 THEN 0 ELSE (IF DELAY (SINWAVE(1; 4); 3;
0) > 0,5 THEN 0 ELSE 1)

swich_1:4

1

Yield_reducing_
0,8*yield_reducing_factors[rotation12]+0,2*yield_reducing_fact
factor_Veenkolo
ors[rotation13]
nien

1

(IF (IF TIME MOD 2=0 THEN LLE_in_soil_1:2[2] ELSE IF
(TIME+1) MOD 2 =0 THEN LLE_in_soil_1:2[1] ELSE
0)<LLE_theshold_for_damage_to_plant THEN 1 ELSE
yield_reducing_
minimal_plant_weight+(1factors[rotation1
minimal_plant_weight)*plant_ability_to_withstand_nematode_d
2]
amage^((IF TIME MOD 2=0 THEN LLE_in_soil_1:2[2] ELSE
IF (TIME+1) MOD 2 =0 THEN LLE_in_soil_1:2[1] ELSE 0)LLE_theshold_for_damage_to_plant))*100

1

(IF (IF TIME MOD 3=0 THEN LLE_in_soil_1:3[3] ELSE IF
(TIME+1) MOD 3 =0 THEN LLE_in_soil_1:3[2] ELSE IF
(TIME+2) MOD 3=0 THEN LLE_in_soil_1:3[1] ELSE
0)<LLE_theshold_for_damage_to_plant THEN 1 ELSE
yield_reducing_
minimal_plant_weight+(1factors[rotation1
minimal_plant_weight)*plant_ability_to_withstand_nematode_d
3]
amage^((IF TIME MOD 3=0 THEN LLE_in_soil_1:3[3] ELSE
IF (TIME+1) MOD 3 =0 THEN LLE_in_soil_1:3[2] ELSE IF
(TIME+2) MOD 3=0 THEN LLE_in_soil_1:3[1] ELSE 0)LLE_theshold_for_damage_to_plant))*100
(IF (IF TIME MOD 4=0 THEN LLE_in_soil_1:4[4] ELSE IF
(TIME+1) MOD 4 =0 THEN LLE_in_soil_1:4[3] ELSE IF
(TIME+2) MOD 4=0 THEN LLE_in_soil_1:4[2] ELSE IF
(TIME +3) MOD 4 = 0 THEN LLE_in_soil_1:4[1] ELSE 0
)<LLE_theshold_for_damage_to_plant THEN 1 ELSE
yield_reducing_
minimal_plant_weight+(1factors[rotation1
minimal_plant_weight)*plant_ability_to_withstand_nematode_d
4]
amage^((IF TIME MOD 4=0 THEN LLE_in_soil_1:4[4] ELSE
IF (TIME+1) MOD 4 =0 THEN LLE_in_soil_1:4[3] ELSE IF
(TIME+2) MOD 4=0 THEN LLE_in_soil_1:4[2] ELSE IF
(TIME +3) MOD 4 = 0 THEN LLE_in_soil_1:4[1] ELSE 0 )LLE_theshold_for_damage_to_plant))*100

Total

Count Including Array Elements

Variables

156

Modules

3

Sectors

45

Stocks

12

36

Flows

33

99

318

Converters 111

183

Constants

42

58

Equations

102

224

Graphicals 3

3
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Run Specs
Start Time

1

Stop Time

50

DT

1/1

Fractional DT

True

Save Interval

1

Sim Duration

1,5

Time Units

years

Pause Interval

0

Integration Method

Euler

Keep all variable results

True

Run By

Run

Calculate loop dominance information True
Exhaustive Search Threshold

1000

2: see attachments: appendix2_no virulence
3: see attachments: appendix 3_ new cultivar and nematicides
4:see attachments: appendix4_ different rotations 2017-2050
5:see attachments: appendix 5_calibration selection speed natural decline
6: see attachments: appendix6_TBM data calibration
7: see attachments: appendix7_sensitivity analysis (note: incomplete, due to parameter change
needs to be updated )
8:see attachments: appendix8_field homogeniety analysis and field stratification calculations
9: illustration of the z value (schomaker and been 2006)

(
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10: clearification on visable/economical damage threshold (Gartner 2020)

11: insight on density-damage for resistant and non resistant cultivar (Arntzen et al 1993)

12:
Additional assumptions for Seinhorst and Been equations:
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1. The average nematode is the same at all densities. This means that initial population density
(Pi) does not affect the average size or activity of the nematodes.
2. Nematodes do not affect each other’s behaviour. They do not attract or repel each other
directly or indirectly.
3. Nematodes are distributed randomly over the plants in a certain small area.
4. Root-infesting nematodes are distributed randomly in the soil.
5. Nematodes enter the roots of plants randomly in space and time. Therefore, the aver- age
number of nematodes entering per quantity of root and time is constant. This number is
proportional to the nematode density P (number of nematodes per unit weight or vol- ume
of soil).
6. The growth rate of plants at a given time t after planting is the increase in total weight per
unit time (dy/dt). Let this growth rate be r0 for plants without nematodes and rp for
plants at nematode density P. According to Fig.11.4, r0 = tan(α) = ∆y/∆t0 and rp = tan(β) =
∆y/∆tp. Thus, for plants of the same total weight (and, therefore, of different age) with
nematode density P and without nematodes, the ratio rp/r0 is constant during the growing
period. Therefore, rr t tpp

13: overview of model improvements
-

-

The nematicide measures simulated in the nematode model are not complete, as only contact
nematicides are included. The effects of nematistatics are not modelled, while it is potentially
used more frequently due to less strict regulations. Nematistatics have a more temporal effect
on the nematode population. As a result, nematistatics are applied immediately after planting
(Schomaker & Been, 2006). This pesticide stuns and disorients juvenile PCN, and because of
this PCN cannot find their food source. Nematistatics do not affect the potato plants however,
and the roots are still a viable food source for the nematodes. Nematicides therefore only
reduce PCN damage for the time it is present and active in the potato root zone. Because of
the ‘’delay’’ effect nematicides have on PCN a fraction of the potato roots is not penetrated
by juviniles, and less yield reduction occurs. This can be modelled as an increase of the
minimum plant weight, m (Schomaker & Been, 2006). Nematistatics are less tightly bound by
regulations, and used more frequently than contact nematicides (Molendijk, 2018).
Include effects of the environment on nematode dynamics, such as droughts
Include effects that influence spreading of nematodes between fields, like cover crops, wind
etc
Elaborate on the potato storage aspect of the model
Increase the spatial resolution

14: coupling to Schutz(2020) model
To couple the nematode model to the Schütz model, the output of the nematode model (relative
yield) has to be translated to a yield prediction in t/ha. To do this, the relative yield is multiplied with
the average of the Veenkoloniën yield from 2009-2016. In this period the nematode densities were
below the damage threshold, so the yield suffered little to no damage from nematodes resulting in
an average yield of 42,7 ton/hectare. The average of this period is then multiplied with the relative
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yield factor to simulate the actual yield from 2017-2050. The predicted yield is then used as input for
the Schütz model to analyse the response of the whole farming system, resulting in figure 20.
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